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MANUAL JUID AUTOIMATIC LARGE-SCALE 

DIMENSIONAL IETROLOGY 

(P. H. Sydenham 1969) 

ABSTRACT 

Current techniques for manual andautomated determination 

of dec=etre-range are reviewed from information gained by extensive 

literature search and from visits made to a wide cross section of 

European establishments concerned with large-scale dimensional 

measurements. The reviewsq which contain nearly 200 references$ provide 

background information needed by systems designers. 

A 12m steel measuring base is described which was length 

stabilised to within 3 parts in'10 for periods in excess of 500 hours. 

Temperature of the internal water flow is monitored by a contact 

thermometer which controls the heat input. 

The theory and practice cf tensioned-wire dimensional 

transducers are given which enables this new-class of dimensional 

measuring instrument to be designed. Two distinct groups of instru=ent 

described are those for transducing pontinuous length changes into 
6 

electrical signals with better than 5 parts in 10 error and those for 

10 detecting changes of 1 part in 10 or smaller, of a nominally fixed 

'length. 

Continuous subdivision transducers with 12m and Im range are 

reported which incorporate mechanical mechanisms for obtaining adjustable 

absolute length, reduction of in-scale accuracy, errors, linear rotary 

output,, rapid following response and simple temperature compensation. 

A method and practical apparatus dre described which uses this Itype of 
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transducer for automatic control of the position of a workhea r. oved 

on a cartesian-frame manipulator. Actual two-dimensional position 

is measured on a trilateral basis,, a technique which eliminates the need 

for a massive framework when machining or inspecting large workpieces. 

In-situ nu. merically-controlled machining is possible with this system. 

A second frEzeless technique is described for automatically 

recording roundness variations of large rings or spigots. Repee"ability 

of 5 parts in 10 
6 

or better has been proven to be possible with 

inexp, ensive equipment. This. method illustrates the use of deformation 

wire-transducers for dynamic dimensional*=easurement 01-11 A similar type 

of instr=ent was used for creep determination of invaritOlreS and 

carbon-fibres supported on the 12m base. Results are given which have 

shown that 1 part in 108 length stability is attainable over considerable 

periods. 

It is shown that measurement of earth strains is possible with 

an invar wire tensioned by a simple beam-balance. Details are given of 

an experiment performed'in a tunnel in which solid-earth tidal strains 

are recorded within hours of installation. 

Several other possible applications are discussed for which 

tansioned-wire transducers seem suited. 

The use of position-sensitive photocells in dimensional 

metroloCi is outlined with particular reference to wire transducers 

where linear and rotary movements may need monitoring. It is shown 

, that they are a simple and economic way to measure small displacements of 

millimetre range. 

7 
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PREPAGM 

This thesis is the result of work carried out in the 

.C School of Enginocring jcionco of the Univcrcity of Wamick, 

Coventry, England, during the period March 1967 to May 1969. 

The author is indebted to his Supervisor, Professor 

J. L. Douce, for his guidance and criticism. Acknowledgement is 

due to other mcmýcrs of-staff, in particular., Dr. V. Marplos 

for the use of a laboratory under his care, 1,11r. D. L. Turner for 

discussions on mochanimis, and Mr. C. Vials for tochnical 

construction. Thanks are also due to the many porsons who 

aided the -writer during visits to their establishments. Dr. Davics 

of the Department of Geodesy., C4mbridgcUnivorsity kindly allowed 

experiments to ba porformcd in'a seismic station of his Department. 

Pormission to study; in the United Kingdom ias kindly 

givon by tho Dcpartmcnt'of Supply, Commomicalth of Au. stralia. 

British Timkon loancd tho large bcaring r: hguscd for 

investigating tho roundhoss racasurcment method. The manipulator 

described in Section 5-1-was constructed by the UrAvorsity ý; orkshops. 

Tho work was, supportcd by two gra-nts2 tho first bcing 

/ 

personal . support from'thc EngI : Ish Bloctric Company)and the other 

being a Science Research Council Grant (reference B/SR/5029) which 

provided a technician for 18 months, a fund for travolIIng'cxpcnscs 

and finance to purchase r6ady made equipment enabling more time to 

bo dovotcd to now tochniquos. 

Much of this thesis has'alroady, or will shortly bo., 

published. Copies of the four published pape. -s and the two which. 

wore submittdd recently2, aro given in the Appendices. - 

A l6mm. black and whito, cino film rocord r=ing for 

about 15 minutes, has also boon made as a record. Thisfis currcntly 

boin. r, oditcd (May 1969) 
.3 
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1. 

1. DITRODUCTION 

1.1 Provious Research at the University of Adellide. 

In Jan=ry 1965 the -writer began a fifteen month research 

project as required for the Master of Engineering Degree at the- 

University of Adelaide. No formal lectures were involved bein'z 

a research degree (1). This introduced the writer to dimensional 

measurement and is responsible for the topic of this Thesis. 

A brief account of the vork is now given. 

Initially, the project aim was to control trenching 

machines to cut a level trench) regardless of surface profile. 

survey of suitable commercial transducers for measuring position 

showed that none was available. It was found that automated Ilrrre 
ci 

scale measurement techniques were poorly developed. Even manual 

practice seriousiy lagged requirements when size, exceeded a few. 

metroo. The project concentrated on techniques of measurement 

for the re. -. waning ten months ! for this appeared to be a useful 

contribution. Two possibilities indicated were methods using 

flexible mechanical members, or optical principles. 

Dimensional metrology has become sophisticated through 

years, of development, but in almost all cases solid frames are 

involved in the measuring technique. The use of flexible vires 

or tapes for measurement had not been seriously investigated for 

general engineering purposes, the theory having remained virtually 

the same over the-last thirty years. With regard to the optical 

methods, surveying instruments had clearly show n that high accuracies 

vere possible in manual measurement and the need for automated 

processes was seen to be emergin -This is now becoming more 

evident with the rqcbnt release of at least four types of electrical 

output surveying instriments. 
Q 
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At first sight, a tcnsioned wire or cord appears to be 

incapable of accurate length measurement due to possible vibration 

and dimensional instability factors. The view was taken at the 

time that a short programme should be made to definitely prove 

their inadequacy before proceeding to optical methods. The first 

technique investigated, used a tensioned2 recoiled wire acting as 

a retracting or expanding slide-wire bridge., voltage output being 

proportionate to the extended length. Knowledge of surveying 

practice madeIt clear that trilateration was probably a better 

method for measuring large scale position. Two 55ft. range 

potentiometric units were coupled to measure in tril-a-teration 

and after conversion to cartesian co-ordinate equivalenýs2 

positional accura'cy was checked and found to be about 3AOOO with 

repeat*dlity about V15,, 000 ovpr the 40 bY 40ft. area tested (2).. 

A second method waý theninvestigated in which the rotation 

of. the recoiling drum was used as an indication of length. The 

potentiometric units were modified and incremental optical shaft 

resolvers attached to the drum shafts. This arrangement repeated 

position to about /+ parts per million (p. p. m. )p standard deviation 

(3) showing that serims- large scale peasurements were in fact 

quite practicable with a wire device. 

The resolvers used gratings made with a novel radial line 

,, generating machine developed-in the same period, (4.5). A fast 

bi-directional counter vas also developed as part of this programme 

The digital output wire device, termed Digiwire, was 

subsequently tested at the Vational. Standards Iaboratory (Sydney) 

for repeatability and in-scale subdivisional accuracy, showing it 

to be within 2/100pOOO a. t each of the subdivisions checked. The 

units., howeverphad many undesirable features that needed Improving 

for-practical measurement. The YI. E. degree was conferred in 1967. 
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After submicsion a novel shaft resolver principle vas. 

tested and a paper published (7). This is submitted as part of 

this thesis and is included in the appendix. 

1.2 Ckitline of Research at the University of Wan, iick 

To continue large-scale dimensional metrology researcho 

enro2ment for the Ph. D. was made in March 1967., the salary being 

provided by an English Llectric Company grant. The original 

intention was to investigate optical methods of large-scale 

position co#rol envisaged'3. n the previous research period. As 

the award included no funds for hardwarep English Electric were 

asked to support an investigation for machining large components 

in situ using trilateral control. Although they were-, in fact, 

considering the economics of such techniques the financial situation 

prevented them supporting the. programme further and permission was 

given to try elsewhere. A nuilaber of visits to gain background and, 

perhaps finance., were made to relevant firms and group research 

establishments. All showed interest, but expressed the view that 

more research was needed to. adequately prove the case. It became 

clear that further research with wire methods should be the first 

priority. 

In September 1967 an S. R. C. grant was lodged for equipment., 

finance and a technician*for 18 months. This was awarded in 

k-pril 1968 and enabled the project to advance into application at 

a reasonable rate. 

Previous to this award the time was spent makincf,; a more 

comprehensive review of la-rge-scile dimensional transducers which 

resulted in a paper being published by the A 12m., steel 

test bed wau constructed for testing. long leng,, h measuring dev: Lces 
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in the Heavy Engineering laboratory. Dyna, mics of the Digivire 

method were investigated showing how response could be improved. 

A Digiwire 11 unit was subsequently designed on paper which would 

have inproved responses, absolute length adjustment, in-scale error 

correction facility and linear digital output. A suitable 

incremental resolver design was selected and a bi-directional 

counter purchased, it being more economic than constructing one. 

A study was made of tensioning methods showing that 

spring motors had been the correct choice., but the future form 

should be different to improve the response. To monitor the step 

response of the Digiwire unit a study of position sensitive 

photocells for rotary transient measurement was made. A paper 

-was published on this research, (g) for,, although some 50 papers 

were available., few quoted experimental results. A brief review 

of the various types of cells was included. 

In March 1968 a test was made to assess creep of the 

wire extended from a Digiwire I unit brought from Adelaide. Length 

stability within' I part in 10 8 
was obtained over a 15 minute period. 

It was then realised, that a second type of tensioned wire measuring 
instrument eýdsted in which very small changes in long lengths 

could be detected. 

The S. R. C. award co=cnced shortly after this enabling 

two Digiwire 11 units to be constructed. A temperature 

measurement system and a recorder were purchased after considering 

various alternatives. At this time organication of a study tour 

of-Continental large-scale measurement establishments was started 

with the initial selection of suitable p1aces. This tour was made 

in July 1968. 
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Mhen the 
_tou: 

ý was completed in August, the first 

Digiwire II unit vas ready for preliminary testing and it 'was decided 

to stabillse the length of the 12n, measuring base by controlling its 

tem-perature in order to improve testing accuracy. This exercise 

proved successful giving a facility come twenty times more stable 

than the devices under test. It also shoved that a different 

approach to temperature control of precision machines wap feasible 

and economic (10). 

To check the length stability of the base a sinple 

beam-balance was installed for tensioning an invar uIre and 

measuring relative movement between the wire and the base. 

Continuous records weremade of the base mean temperature and its 

length changes., both showing., iby inference., that the nominal 

length of the base and the iývar'wire remained cons-Itoant within 
8 5 parts in 10 over period of up to 500 hr., this being the 

maximum duration tested. This also added knowledge on invar 

creep properties under constant stress conditions and on the 

stability of clamped joints in the system. As invar geodetic tapes 

are only calibrated to about 1 part in 106 at the best, these 

results led to ah investigation of the tape procedure showing 

that only the state behaviour of the mire or tape) used in catenary 

had been investigated. Important factors such as bearing friction, 

mechanical hysteresis., tensioning methods and dynamic response 

do not appear to have been considered. it study was made of these 

factors and a number. of different tensioning heads made to test 

the formulation. 
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In November 1968, it was decided to demomtrate 

I triL-3. terial measurement at the forthcoming 1969 Physics Exhibition. 

The design of the manipulator needed for, this method was given 

to the WorIcshops for construction. Good progress enabled 

automatic control of position to be shoim at the Exhibition. 

This was the first of several applications, based on tensioned- 

m, ire measurements., investigated in this project. 

Alarge bearing ring was lent by British TimIcen for 

proving a circularitY I; Oasurement technique based on the tensioned- 

wire instrument capa ble of detecting small changes in large 

, nominal lengths. Work ýommenccd in February 1969 to cet this 

ring up as a reference circle in the laboratory area. At the same 

time the use of this type of transducer for seismic strain 

measurement was discussed with the staff of the Department of 

Geodesy and Geophysics at Cam 1, bridge University. The method 

showed promise and permission was obtained to install a system 

in their seisnic station in Yorkshire. 

The seismic application was given priority over the 

circularity one due to the interest of the Geophysicists and as 

longer time would be needed to obtain results. The investigation 

of the roundness measurements was, therefore, not as exl. ensive as 

originally intended. 

The seismic application showed that the tensioned-wire 

method was capable of results similar to existing methods but was 

cheaper and more rapidly commissioned. A more reliable apparatus 

will be constructed and coniinuous, records taken on the off chance 

that an earthquake recording may be obtained. 



i1 I 

I 
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A general view of the laboratory area -where this vork 

was performed is given,. in Figure 1.2.1. The measuring bace runs 

across the reary from wall to mall. On the left hand side is the 

trilateral co-ordinate control system arranged for demonstration. 

A small plastic sheet- room houses the reference ring equipment. 

The findings of this twenty-six week programme have been 

assembled in this thesis as distinct groups although the work on 

many aspects was performed simultaneously. Figure 1.2.2. is a 

chart that cummaribes the aspects of the project. Sections 2 and 

3 are relevant to large-scalo metrology as a general discipline, 

Section 2 being concerned vith manual and automated practice and 

poteptial. Section 3 describes the 12m measuring base -which is 

useful for -testing al-I types of decametre range length and alignment 

measuring devices. The theory' of wires as a measuremeýt medium is 

given in Section 4. * Many aspects of this may heed, extensions to 

suit specific applications být the first necessity is awareness 

of pitfalls and possible solutions. Three applications have been 

investigated and are discussed in Section*'5. The first described 

is a frameless machining system for controlling tool position at C) 

reduced capital. cost. The second details the roundness measurement- 

method, and the third, the results of various tests made in the 

disused railway tunnel used as a seismic station. 

Some subject matter has already been published and the 

reader is, referred, as necessary, to reprints given in the appendix. 
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10. 
2. DDM- NSIONAL M ASURIM, NIT PRACTICE 

Current Practice of Large-Scalo Metrolory. 

large scale metrology may be defined as dimensional 

measurement of po sition' within the range bf one metro to several 

hundred metres. (The term 'dimensional' should be included with 

metrology but is usually implied). It is now becoming a discipline 

in its own right but as there are no general texts on tochniques'in this 

field a brief review ofýcurrcnt manual methods of large-scale measurement 

is given in this sub-section. The following sub-soction revicws automated 

methods for this range Texts on týb-, -4ýLticaLtcroling tcohniquos (11,12). 
1 

the use of the auto collimator ( 13 ) and general aurvoying cover 

some of the aspects. Mma recognizes this range of measurement in one 

of his metrology texts 15)., but the contribution is very briefr 

Accurate large-scald measurements. that occasionally arise in 

mechanical engineering are met, / as well as possible, by extending CJ 

normal7SOa-le metrology techniques. Traditional instrumcnts used for 

length measurement are stick micro-meters, -ond bar and tooling tapes. 

Optical squares) jig'transits., autocollimators, alignment telescopes, 

wires and bubble levels, are used to align or to extend the length 

measuring methods to obtain multi-dimensional measurement. 

In'civil engineering, measuroment is mainly made with 

survoyors instruments. -These havo been developed for use vith triangular 

methods of measurement rather than for the rectangular, cartesian methods 

, 
/of the metrologist. They include the optiml level, theodolite., target 

staff., tacheometer, 'subtanse bar and tapes. Recent additions are the 

cloctronic distance measuring-devicessuch as qoodimater and Tellurometery 

and the shorter range va-. ýdDns using modulated gallium arsenide beams. 
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'Some overlap of : Lristru-nont usaac occurs in the mechanical 

and civil engineering fields. For oxampla., tho bubble lcvcl and tclcscopo 

arc combined in survey vork but arc used soparatoly in mochanical 

mcasuremonts. Optical tooling, uscd mainly in the aircraft industry,, 

uses optical instruments generally for cartcsian layout methods. 

Strangely., the theodolite was regarded as having little application 

in this field oven though it has been suitable in the 

production form for some Years. Current models are available vith 

0.1 seconds of are accuracy. The telescope optical-wais centring 

accuracy., insti-1, -m-iont centring accuracy, telescope resolution and 

focus range have had to be improved to maI<c the surveying versions 

usablo'for the shorter range precise engineering measurements. The 

trond for curvcying instrumont manufacturers'to market ac'ecssoriesp 

such as^autoc"ollimation lenses, oitical squarosp and optical micrometers: 

a's additions to standard instruments is increasing. 
I 
Lgt For continuous lcn h measurement and subdivision of ranges 

to 5m (or'more in come-cases) the-3xisor intcrforometer is second to'none., 

given the ideal woeking conditions. Application in an industrial 

environment) howovort reveals that the laser has many shortcomings), 

not the least being the high cost and relatively short life. Other 

techniques arc being investigated that might prove to be superior. At 

the National Physical laboratory' (N. P. L. ) the use of submillimetrc-wavo 

devices promises to greatly reduce the cost of interferometric devices. 

The reocarch 'reported in thi's thesis shows that tensioned-wirc =cac; urc=cnt 

mothods'ean equal laser perfor I mance in normal. 'environmcnts of temperature 

imprecision with greater translation rates and without the need for a 

guidei, pay. '(10C uncertainty in*a M'etai-part or machine bed implies a 

length unccrtainý'y of V100,000), Both wire and laser methods have' 

digital readout (D. R. O. ) of length making them simple to use, 
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As tho applications of accurato large-scalo mctrology aro 

only rcayired occasionally by individual establishments, thoy rarcly 

have cxpcricnecd, opcrators in this discipline. For this rcason future 

development should aim at simplicity-in operation and use. Thus a 

display., in motor or D. R. O. form is desirable. For rccording and use 

in cloood-loop position control a transducod output is essential. A 

dynamic continuous output is also usoful for assessing- the stability of a 

measurement which is time depondant, such as those involving temperature 

or instability. D. R. O. 'or motor displays are well known in metrological. 

-instruments but the : Larger commercial dcvolopers of surveying instruments 

have boon slow to adopt thom. 

I small amount of raccarch ojn L-Lreo-scalo motrology is 

apparont. For example., specific groups (though small in staff) exist 

at the N. P. L. (Great Britain), the N. S. L. (Australia) and tho T. N. O. 

(Holland). The general situation is that indu: 3try relies upon th(., Po 

, groupsto , solve the. too-hard cases, whorcas those, groups usually. havo 

a primary policy of improving standards. The apparent trend of research 

-in this: arba; _nthc by industry 4d. *-mdnuýa. ctur6rs. indicates, ý3. ittl6-Ili'ntere5t'I 

arguments boing'that only a fow percent of, all measurements made in 

mechanical cngincering ýCall in this catogox7 and also that governmental 

laboratories should dothe reacarch. anyway. 

Devolopment trends a6cartaincd from published reports and 

trade releases are at least two years behind the policy decision, so it 

vas decided that a study of expected future trond. 9 should be carried 

out throughout tho project period by visiting a wide spectrum of 

establishments in Britain ancT on the Contincnt. The latter was covered 

- by a 7, ucc5k study tour of 33 placos in Holland', Wost Gormany., Switzerland 

and Italy, during the &=or of 1968. This tour,, partially sponsored 
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by the Science Research Council, included surveying instrizient makeroy 

largo machine tool bu3. ldcrs,, users of large-scale metrology, geodetic 

roscarch institut'cs-:, vith instruncnt intorects. motrological instr=cnt 

malcors and sevoral national laboratorico concornod with measurement. 

The selection of suitable places vas difficult. Suggestions wcro 

rcquestcd from responsible officials at a number of British Govcrnmcrital 

institutions. The total response resulted in only throo suggectionsy 

showing the need to cZtabliah the situation and mado'contact, with the 

contincntal establishments. Franco was not visitcd as the preliminary 

reccarch indicated insuffiqiont density of places. Undoubtedly-this was 

duo-to poor communication on both sides. ý 

The final Selection was mado-from a list preparod, from the 

Europcan Rasc=ch Indox from the writcrls c-;, Tcricncc,, from 

tho affiliations of known authors I and from Embassy cuggections. It 

. Irp took about 7 months to Organiso the tour. At all PlacOO t"' Plý 000 O*r 

hc -vi cit s of'about 1 dayts duýationj was ccntred on 1"rgc- calo 

metrology pr . actice -with'accent on development policy and application 

of now techniques. It mas said British -visitors arc rare. The 

following comments are based on this tour and arc extracted from, a 

detailed 8000 word report. This rcport'in-s circulated, but not 

publiched due to lack of demand. This, outlinc portrays the current 

methods of measurement on'the Continent but is typical of other countries. 

Further comments upon some specific British instances are detailcd later. 

Mechanical Engineering Measurencnts 

The majority. of the world's large machine tools arc made 

on the Continent. Metrological problems on these tools arc -limilar 

to =llcr machines with the exception that ranges are greater. IIo-Iv 
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precision parts of largo tools require ctraightnos5) parallelism) 

matched components and occasionally absolute magnitudo. 

Aligrament in the vertical plane (often to lcngths of 50 m) 

is. 
1mainly 

performed with taut wires vieved with the Loitz, croCo-hair 

or doiible image, alignment microscope which resolves to I M, Sulzer 

have developed an electric contact-feelcr for sensing a 30ý diameter 

'alignment wire to within about 29to with sag corrections being used 

for horizontal alignment. For shorter distances and horizontal plane 

alignment, bubble levels mounted on a 0.5 m. base, manual autocollimators 
(Leitz., Hilger and I-Tatts) and alignment telescopes (Taylor-Hobboon) are 

most used. Optical methods are) however, mainly mistrusted due to- 

thoir_atmosphcric dependency. The electric level, Talyvel (Rank- 

Taylor-Hobson), is used occdsionally for levelling plane areas. 

Uater levels by communicating tubes are used extensively for this 

operation and a permanent-50 diameter pipe surrounds a 25 m. bed 

milling machine at the Sulzcr'wqex& to provide level checking. 

Alignment with the lasor., zone plate and diffraction grating sc=cd 

to be virtually unknown in industry. Electric readout autocoll: Unator. 1 

and electric levels have also made little appearance but Leitz have 

recently marketed a photoelectric microscope which becomes an electric 

autocollimator by changing the objcctivo. 

Gcomatry of tools and products is checked by direct 

inspection of lengths and ahglcc or by iýcing the machine to gauge 

precision blocks with dial gauges. Inductive displacement transducers 
/are 

sometimes usod instead of dial gauges -at Froriepst plant. 

Theodolites are. rarely used in mechanical engineering except, perhaps: 

for turntable rotational, accuracy checking, optical tooling techniques 

being virtually unknown. 
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For long lcngth comparicons, light ctructural boams, 

such as the triangulated tubular steel beams used by Ualdrich (Coburg) 

are used in'conjunction with similar length measuring machines 

fabricated from machined rolled stool joists. - The one at Sulzerc, 

is 7 m. long and has been erected adjacent to their largest vertical 

borer. End bars used are of the usual stick micrometer design havin,, 

a 6mm. diameter, spring ý, oadcd,. intornal measuring bar hold in an 

external joining and thermal isolating tube. For external measurement 

at Sulzers, a thin walled stool tube (50mm O. D. ) holds adjustable 

caliper logz which can be slid along for adjustment. A dial gaugo 

or micrometer is used at the ends. The bars are stored vith the 

measuring bacc to maintain equal temperatures. Handling of the bar 

is by special grips placccl outside the legs to reduce heat error5. 

It was interesting to notej however) that the machinists =ýely used 

this bar, a rough pine-wood beF having solid fixed. caliper legs 

being used instead. It was agreed hýxt no two operators reall. ý. ' 

agreed on measurements made. (Broun-BoverLhave a simillar measuring 

machine at their Baden 'worlcs)ý 

Control of temperature continues as a major problem and 

various solutiohs havd beenadopted. 

At'SIP., the facility for line-standard ruling is housed in a 

0.2C tolerance'room-in which a further enclosure maintains the ruling 

machine to better than 0.02C. All major machines are isolated from 

the room floor on. s eismic mounts. Few-places have such facilities. 

The basic standards at the Sulzer and Brown-Boveri 

plants are 4ý. SIP axial m'easyring machines and these are housed 

in+-19C controlled rooms* ý_2 
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Pitting of transducer -cales (Inductosyn, Gratingsy 

Accupin, racks etc. ) presents the most precise length measuring 

problem in machine tool construction. Scales are prepared in 

appro=ately 0.5m sections which must be fastened to the tool 

with correct alignment and phasing at junctions. This is usually 

accomplished by'stepping the machine slidep end to end, along a Im 

line standard bar of H section, adjusting scales progressively which 

requires temporature control to at least JOC as better than 3.0 p. p. m. 

relative error is desired. Adjustment of the scales at the works is made 

with the entire pachine'tempo rarily enclosed in thin-plastic sheets, - 

The internal temperature is_control: led with heaters and/or refrigerator 

units to about +100P At least 3-4 days are regarded as minimum for 

stabilizationp the adjustment of the scales taking about 2-3 clays. 

Only air temperature is measured and at only a few positions. The 

machine tempcratures". are regarded as too difficult to interpret due to 

the vastly differing time constants of variousmachine sections. It 

seems that machine temperatures are seldom measured unless the design 

is new. The alternative method is to adjust the scales in the customers 

works, adjusting. to the precision allowable by the machine environment. 

For assembly and testing of gear hobbers., Schiess have a large hall 

controlled to within+-'OC Their temperature controlled metrology 

room houses an 8m, lead-screw finishing and checking machine. This 

equipment enables the semi-finished screw to be hand-lapped using a: 

flexible band adjusted, standard screw for comparison. A 3m Zeiss 

(Jena) axial measuring machine is also housed in this room 

Much time is lost during machining of large components for 

after each machine-cut considerable'time must be left before temperature 

staýility is reached and a measurement can be made. Up to a day in. 

some cases as the sizes range to 7m or more. Ambient temperatures did 
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not seem to be talýen into account., the main reasoning being that 

the bed, machine and component were all equal. No actual teats 

checking thic, aosumption zeem to have been made. 

Pininfarina2 of Tunbi., are vell-Imown as car body 

stylists and for their =11 volume, advanced styled) car production and 

have one of the most e#ensive automated inopection facilitiez for 

measuring and prod-peing vehicle body shapes. 

The facility arailable is a Digital Electronic -Automation 

(D. E. A. of Turin, Mtd. xý-) automated, inspection machine. This is a 

three-axis cartesian frame machine with digital read-out and digital 

po. sitioning on each axis. The unit can take full size bodies. The 

axis-drives can be manually controlled i-rith a preszure sensitive 

manual feeler. head or. can be programmed to increment and take plunge 

readings at preset variable intervals. Position coordinates are 

recorded Oin punched tape uhich,. when used with a correction tape., if 

needed, can be used to plot points on axr-, automatic 6m by 2m plotting 

table., The points are manually faired. The system is reversible, 

i. e.. the'drawing can be read and a marker drill controlled over the 

subject to drill holes to. the depth required in the correct position. 

The pubject is then sculptured to produce a continuous zurface. At 

the time only point-to-point was available but work was. in progress 

to develop software to fair the empirical body curves. 

The principle using a single column with ram projection has 

,, 
been applied to an-inspection machine produced by Schiess. Digital 

readout is fitted to the two axis of each column which are used singly 

or in pairs to measure large components. 

Recent additions to the Zeiss (Obeecochen) metrology- 

products are the Ifultiprismat digital length readout and the Minor- 

Optic setting equipment. Multiprismat, consists of prisms (about 25iim 
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vide) mount9d edge to edge between two steel clamp bars. An 

incremental length readout is obtained by, electro-optical techniques. 

Minor-optic. bacically-usea a d. c. connected, double photocell (a' 

position sensitive phoýocell)_to position a head onto scale lines. 

This is available as a; separate zetting head or. az a cyctem which can 

also sub-divide the coarse coal e divisions by manual minipulation. 

For checking vertical straightness an automated plumb-bob has 

been made by Froriep. -The plumb-wire is supported from the cronz- 

rail of the machine, and passes through knife-edges (fastened to the 

slide) to a plumb-bob.. The bob, Immersed in oil for damping, is 

instrumented with four Inductive displacement transducers giving 

two-axis electrical read-out of slideway linearity. It has 5m range 

and-Lý4m/m accuracy wap. claimed. 

laser interferometeris were seen at a number of 

esta-blishmonts. Brown-Boveri hýve engineered their own and it was 

demonstrated. at their new underground, metrology room at Birr. The- 

unit was mounted on a 4m SIP axial measuring machine and repeatability 

of O. Drn in the 4m range was. seen. This unit used a Spectra-Physics 
7> 

stabilised lanser with ph. oto-multiplier detectors. Phase of the two 

signals'was adjusted by slit movement. -With its 5 mega. Hz counter. 

circuits, a translation speed. of Wmin has been*realized. Some 

ý4m difference in a 3.5m length existed for the absolute indicated 

value at the time and work was in-progress to see if this was due to 

error in the scaling circuits. Its conception was brought about by 

. 

/the 
need forcalibration of N-C 

' 
systems and for sh6p-floor inspection. 

The interferometer used by the P. T. B. (Physikalisch- 

Technische Bundesanstalt - the National Physical Iabor, --tory of Germany) 

uses a Spectra-Physics stabilised laser and has movement to lm. 
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Photo-multipliers view the fingea via fibre-optic channels, 

deriving qua-drature signals by spatial separation across thetrinp 

field. At the time it was in use to calibrate strobe marks made on 

film which were a pow-ition-time record, of an experiment to determine 

the gravitational constant. (This interfe'rometer is similar in do sign 

to that available-from Heidenhain, Tranreut). 

A Cutler-Hammer interferometer was purchased'by the R. T. M. 

(Instituto per le Ricerche di Teenologia Meccanica, Turin) about 

three years ago. Little use has been made of it by member companies, 

: Innocenti have decided. to purchase their own. 

At the Technical High School in Aachen, Germanyý a Cutler- 

Hammer irrberferometer is operated in conjunction with radial gratings 

to check Gearsy screws and gratings. Deýýations from the referehoe 

measurement was indicated as an analogue output. The interferometer 

unit was currently in the U. S. A. ' for modification2 vhere the no=al 

manual compensation controls fo r temperature humidity and pressure were 

being made automatic. An investigation of the long term behaviour of 

the la-ser mas planned. 

Short term repeatability of machine tool measuring systems 

must be close to 1ý, m which represents up to 1 p. p. m* relative 

precision for full scale lengtho. Very little. is known, however)-about 

the absolute length stability of tools. Only one firm has a laser- 

interferometer on order for these adjustments. Generallý it was 

considered that its utility, at present, does not warrant the cost. 

(AboUt 215., 000). 

A recent acqýisition by the metrology department of the 

Eindhoven Tec', =Ical High School in Holland was a 3m Zeiss (Jena) 

axial measuring machine. ' Research aims were to produce ruled ccalcs 

of up to 3m in length for Dutch use, there being no internal supplier. 
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The research programme originally was based 6n using the measurin 

machine as a standard but a second approach uz; ina a laser inter- 

ferometer has been developed. Brass scales were being ruled on-a 

self-made 3m machine which was enclosed in a temperature controlled 

enclosure constant to about 0.10C. - The scales were then calibrated 

on the measuring machine and errors recorded in punched tape form. 

The next scale was ruled by. transverse control from the first scale 

using a P. E. nAcroscope, to position, errors being corrected by 

electrically moving the ruling head. The laser interferometer, using 

C a Spectra Physics stabilized laser, was built to give a faster : ýecord 

of errors in a scale. Germanium photocells sensed quadrature 

signals by using the 900 phace-shift of a beam splitter. Counter 

rate was currently 50 IdIz, Fine position control -for correction and 

movement was by use of a closed, loop piezo-electric, system. The 

interferometer bench is made from, 25 cm deep, rolled steel joist 

about 3m long and is suspended from above by springs for isolation. 

At Waldrich (Siegen) interest was-chown-in the problem, 

of in-prodevs measurement of turbine-blade diameter durinP.,, outer 

diameter spark erosion. Such a case represents-the growing need 

for in-process measurement methods- as-the machining process is 

unable to. give accurate_dimensional information aboutthe part it., 

is -forming. Another e: mmple was seen -at 
the, Technical University in 

Berlin where plasma mchining was under investigation. Plasma 

roughing dnablev parts to be roughly shaped i4thout a., cutting-process 

and with littlo cutting forc es. This process will also require 

in-proceso neavurement of dim7ension_as. the plama- length ig; only 

a crude meazure of,. &; ize. 
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Whilot at the ctopping-motor dovolopmont vection of Phillp:;, 

Eindhoven, an -automated inspection problem was discussed. The 

current method of testing stepping motor angle used an optical-lover 

equipment which was manually adjusted and read. Nith up to 96 steps 

to be tested on a motor, this is slow. No method was available for 

satisfactory overshoot tests. The writer proposed a method using 

a position sensitive photocell to measure overshoot and phase-analogue 

angle mea curing. technique Eynchronised with the step positions to give 

electrical output. of step angles which can be recorded for test 

purposes. The significant problem was that added inertia chould 

be less than that of the 'rotors of the smallest motor (about 4mm 

diameter by 5mm long). 

Numerical control (N-C) is now fitted to most large 

machines supplied, This has made the designers more aware of' 

dynamic performance of ýheir m/ whines. N-C equipment is not 

produced bythe tool-maker but is selected from available units 

such as AEG., Siemens, General Electric.,. Brown-Boveri and Weotinghouse. 

Few British equipments arc used on the Continent. Systems a-'Ce 

generally continuous-path as the larger machines mainly produco 

continuous profiles. Due to their own peculiar problens it has 

become necessary f or the firms to have their own software expertise 

and to adapt the electronic systems to better suit their own 

peculiarities. 

The SIP 6ptical jig-borer which uses line-atandard ccalez 

for measurement of 3D vbape up to several metres in length, has been 

fitted vrith SIP N-C =-d*read-out. 'Positioning is accomplighed 

using a P. E. microscope to position, ov6r a scale line: with driven 

synchros being used to sub-divide each millimetre. One model 
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avail-able has a mognetic driza ctore which records dimensions as 

the first part is nanually made. Subsequent parts are autom-tically 

reproduced. 

Duo to the considerable cost of large-machine tools 

(often near El million) it io not easy to make draE; tic chancrec; in 

design. Each now tool is in fact, the. prototypev for new idea-ci. 

For the reason concepts such as concrete frame machineo and the use 

of automatic closcd-loop aligrment to correct geometry were ctill 

considered too advanced for co=ercial inclusion. Fabrication is 

used a little but casting is still more economic for basic frame-r 

works. (Welded fabrication would increase the requirement for 

better large-scale metrology during construction) 

2.3 Civil Endneerinp: Men., surem. ent and Geodesy. 

As surveying, metho4s are applicable to large-scale industrial. 

metrology a number of geodeticlinatrument makers were vicited to 

ascertain if future deveýopncnt might favour industrial application. 

Although industrial application of thbse products was known to the 

larger concerns the small proportion of existing sales doos not seem 

to warrant radical changes in production. It was also pointed out 

that most industrial vales require a heavy company loss to train the 

buyer to use the instruments. A definite conflict exists betueen 

the technical advisors and the commercial sales decision makers who 

feel that current lines are sufficiently profitable, and that radical 

changes are risky and would give low return. These industries hav e 

long experiencewith fine mechanical and optical techniques but must 

combine, perhaps reluctantly; with, electronic expertise to produce 

the instruments of the f#ure. Little vras said of the precise 

details of future development for commercial reasons. It in clear, 

however, that bach firm follows its competitors closely. - It seems 
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radical future development will come from the anal I er firms who, can 

make special equipment at realistic profits as they operate favter 

with less overhead coct. No firms seemed interested in producing 

non-traditional f6rms of instruments which could possibly be more 

economic. For example, in alignment applications tho telescope has 

been improved in accuracy and resolution (at increased cost) 'Whereas 

a ver, -d-electric method such as laver beam alignment or zone-plate 

technique appears to_be cheAper. 

In a round table di. -cussion with three Profezzorz of 

Geodesy at the Berlin University the case for large-scale metrology 

l4as discussed. It was thought that- automation. in geodetic vork "as 

not needed as surveyors atrive for precision. regardless of the time 

taken. The geodetic -surveyor seldom has to measure dynamic movements 

an does the indiistrial, metrologist. The view was given that Diotinvar 

of CERN and the Mekometer of týe N. F. L. would not radically displace 

the Tellurometer and Geodimeter as these were, in the main, adequate 

for present trilateration. Similar remarks were applied to the Viasala 

interferometric method described below. It was apparent from this., 

and similar discussions,. that Geode. sicts are generally unaware of the 

relevance of their skills to industry, 

As American style long-barrel telescopes and transits 

(open vernier scaleo vith four levelling screws). still compete 

. strongly with European instruments on the U. S. A.. maxlket a small 

quantitý are still madein Europe for this marýet although Europe-an 

design is caid to be superior. 

The number of proauctibn surveying inctrumentO useful CA 
to automated engine'ering. metrology is increasing and now includes 

the code-theodolite2 the. gyrotheodolite -and the incremental digital 
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readout theodolite. Sales of the Fennel gyrothedolite are about 

twenty per week. Most. designs originated at local Geodetic 

InEtitutes. 

The code-theodolite records the three-angles of the 

theodolite by transferring an absolute code disc reading onto 4; ) 
35mm film. The film is read in a central processor. Fennel claim 

the method is economic for larger survey teams vhere a number of 

field units can support the expense of a central processor needed 

to interpret the records. 

Kern have developed a code-tachometer which records 

angles and information of-range using tachometric principles. 

The gyrotheodolite is useful for surveys undergrownd and 

where datum points cannot be easily transferred by line of eight 

techniques. Readings). taken from pendulum oscillations., require 

about 20 mins. to obtain the maydmum 30 see. of arc accuracy. (The 

unit produced by the British iircraft Corporation gives greater 

accuracy. ) 

The Digigon theodolite (name derived from digital 

goniometer) is probably the more useful readout theodolite to 

industry as the response is of millise6ond order and'the electrical 

output, signals are directly useful for recording on punched tape or 

for inclusion in a closed. loop control. The prototype model, made 

by. Breithaupt, uses a. Leitz incremental radial grating readout system 

on the horizontal axis. : The method, and its need in surveying was 

suggested and developed initially by Dr. Ing. Zetsche of Bonn who has 

investigated readout . theodolites., Values cycle through 400z as the 

theodolite is continuously rotated. Resolution is currently 10 ne-v,, - 

seconds of are but facility for 1 second resolution. is in-built for 
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future modification. The complete system; theodolite, counter, 

disPlay) preset and punched tape recorder was costed at about 

Z3000. (The 400 new-degree system is supplied in half of the 

sales of scales on the. Continent). Plans by Breithaupt were., 

however, to e. ýmloit the surveying fields and not to develop 

industrial sales. A meeting with Dr. Zetsche revealed that he 
I- 

started development of the Digigon method at the same time as 

Fennel co=enced the, code-theodolite, but due to lack of adequate 

backimy was delayed some three years. He was currently studying CD 

the direct use of commercial resolvers developed for the N-C 

industx7. The Geodetic Institute Of Bonn also have a-s6mi-ziutomatecl 

tape bench for ca3Abrating engineering grade tapes. The bench 

consists of a_20m length of structural section steel with double, 

3Ctm diam., rollers mounted evqrY 0.5m. The sub-standard ýape 

(calibrated at F. T. ý. ) is placed on one roller set;, the other tape 

to be calibrated on the other set. The standard tape is then moved 

by an electric drive until the two divisions of both tapes are 

coincident (detected by a simple magnifier). The movement needed 

is readout by a Multiprismat, system vith punched-tape records. The 

system has about . 100M resolution with '; Claa repeatability at present. -z- 17, 
The Spectra-Physics alignment laser head is sold as an 

extra by most companies., It was stated that Wild vere not satisfied 

that the beam is sufficiently stable with respect, to the cavity 

for aligment of precise order. (At least two British alignment 

lasers have. been depigmed to reduce this error). 

A nmber of r,, oduiated'gallium-arsenide distance measuring 

units, operating in the -near i. r.., have been released by the larger 

firms. The range in typica22y 1000m, with centimetre resolution bolcing 

them suited only for large-size civil projects. 
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At CEERN, in Geneva., qxtensive precise metrology (better 

called Engineering Geodesy) is necessary to accurately set up the 

200m diamotcr proton-ý3ynchrotron ring and the 300m diameter inter- 

secting storage ring C2 4; ý 

The original accelerator ring survey used an, -, les and 

length measurements. A. -special theodolite tribrac (base support) 

enabled the invar wire reglette to be used through the, optical, 

centring facility. The ISR survey is to be entirely by lengths. 

Computer programmes are used for calcu2ation from 

measured data. To improve and speed up the length measurements 

an automatic invar wire deviceý Pietinvar., has been developed. 

Basically, the standard length., 1.65mm diameter., invar wire is 

tensioned at*10kg., by a beam balance.,. correat tenision occurring 

at the reference position of the balanc. e arn. The first prototype 

used a circular bubble level to indicate arm position noving the 

other end of the irLre until the bubble was central; this could 

resolve to lqum -Satisfactorily, The unit was improved by sensing 

the arm position with two contact switches. If the beam, is 

incorrectly placed the base support is moved accordingly by an 

electro-mechanical feed -, this removes the need for two operators. 

Movement of the base plate is measured by a potentiometer or 

digital method for recording. Snap-action connectors enable the 
.C 

wire to be attached in seconds. Distin-var is calibrated on a SIP 

geodetic base before and after each measurement on, the ring and a. 

demonstration on the base showed Mum repeatability. over the'371 

length. 

CERN have approval to ma-Ice Ylekometer units and they are 

to be used for establishing a reference grid covering the entire 

CEMT e stat e. 
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The use of ýime-rotation transformation for dn3le 

measurement has been studied at the Geodetic Institute in Bonn. 

So far investigated is a method whereby a laser beam is reflected 

by a rotating mirror from one end of a subtense bar to the other. 

A photo diode detects when the beam passes each end of the fixed 

2m distance. 
- 

Only 1: 2000 accuracy was. achieved in this 6tudy, 

the main errors. being due to rotational non-uniformity. (Inertia 

rotational smoothinF,. was not used). The next alternative to be 
V 

tried will be to measure mirror angle. by incremental pulse 

generation instead of rotational time. Time-angle transformation 

has also been studied by Dr. Zeichon, vhilst at. the Hannover 

Geodetic Institute. The prototype produced., was capable of 0.1 

seconds of are resolution'and achieved about 1 second of are accuracy 

under field conditions. This principle is used in the 112-M diameter 

measuring equipment. - 

Professor Bray of the Institute Dinametrico in Turin., 

heads research related to force measurement and calibration. Woex 

on I, d, vt, and laser measurement was in progress. One recent. task 

of the Institute was to instrument the tilt of famous Leaning Tower 

of Pisa. A liquid circular pool surrounds the. base. At diametrically 

opposite sides arc floats driving l. d. y. t. units whose, outputs are 

continuously recorded. A back-up, second, system using a Talyvel 

electric-level is mounted on a wall. This is not entirely satisfactory 

due to short baseý*of the Talyval responding to short term variations. 

In automated project in progress at the Institute of 

Applied Physics) Delft.; vas 'to record position of a ship model as it 

moves in a 60=. by 6Cm. test tank. Two coordinates will be computed 

from the angles (and a base-line) of two tracking heads that tracic the 
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ship continuously. A-circle of corner cubes vdll be attached to the 

model. A similar two-axis tracker has been previously mado for 

measuring a radiation source position to within lQum in an arca 

of novement 200 by 200mm. Four cadmiun, -sulphido ce-Us form a 

position-sensitive detector which tracks the source, 

The majority of the work of the above Institute is 

concerned with large-scale metrology for the civil engineering 

industry in Holland. Advice only is given to tho mechanical 

industry vho normally do their own instrumentation. This has 

. resulted in considerably more expertise in the larger civil sizes 

as feedback of industrial information is sparse. The late Professor 

A. C. S. Heal-pioneered most of the alignment methods usedy these 

being diffraction effects due to circular zone plates and Ephe: ýic&l 

optical elements. (This group, was visited by P. W. Harrison (N. P. L. ) 

in 1967 and a report of his visit is available from N. P. L. ). Zone 

plate alignment has been used"'in numerous civil constructions all 

over Holland. Notable applications mcktioned were: 

1. Alignment of a rising, water lock used to bodily 

-11ft the shiý and the loek tank up a 5% gradient 

over a 300m movement. 80 wheels support-the unit. 
2. Optical guidance of the nominally 200: 000 ton 

tanker being made in Amsterdam. This had to 

be guided through a relatively narrow canal 

to the North Sea. The pilot was aided by a 

Series of slits and lights. 

Squareneos of the Joining of the halves of this 

ship which was made in two sections due to length 

restrictions in the dry dock. The cross-section 

shape of each*half 4id not seem to have been measured 

with high accuracy. 
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Measurement of dylke movements i4here largo 

disturbances are created by excavating or 

builaing close to the, dylcQ wall. 

Vertical*control of liners in hollow-pile 

foundation construction. 

Paper null roll alig=ont. 

Defomation mcacurement of the Eindhoven 

Exhibition building during construction. 

Zone plates are mounted in two axis adjustable plates 

which mount to the bench mark using a taper plug not unlike a 

morse tool-bit taper. Repeatability of Mum for the taper joint 7 

was claimed. The zone plate has also been used instead of the 

normal theodolite objective lens. This., as in autocollinator , 

telescopes for theodolites, hap correct focus from zero to 

infinity for sighting aýd, therefore, avoids telescope optical 

axis errors due to the focusing lens movement. (The N. P. L. are 

using the zone- late method with laser illumination inside an P 

evacuated 500 ft. tube to produce a reference alignment bench 

for testing. alignment devices. Theodolites are used frequently 

with readings being recorded directly on IIDI data sheets ready 

for computation. 

In the past it has onlybeen considered necessary to have 

long-length stable bases to test length measurement accuracy and a 

number of such bas6s were seen. The other neensary qzantityy ah9lOP V 

can . usually be checked with relatively inexpensive equipment but 

-the need for"a reference'alignment bench for teoting a4gnment 

methods has been recognised and vill be filled by the project of 

the N. P. L. 
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In the bacement of the stately Bav=ian Academy of 

Sciences in Y'unich is mounted a base for investigating,, the Viasala 

intorference comparitor., long-distanec'mcasuring method. The 

base is 30m" long and remains constant to within 2-30C all year 

round. This base vas used to calibrate the tapes for the Hamburg 

accelerator survey. It consists of concrete blocks, spaced at 6m 

intervals. The velocity of light has alsobwAdeter. nined here. 

The Viasala method is briefly as follows. A one metro quartz 

bar with polished and, calibrated ends, is standardised from the 

fundamental standard. The bar is placed into the apparatus vith 

one end touching a mirror and the other just clearing a mirror at 

the other end. The next base point is prepared by placing an 

adjustable mirror apprwdmately in place. Radiation is passed 

through the bar and also along a path adjacent to the bar. The. 

adjacent path long-th is mado to be a multiple of the internally 

reflected path in the quartz,. rod. By interferometry this can 

be used to multiply the rod length to the next base point with 

high precision. This has been iised, to establish -. n864m base. In 

the laboratory the precision is about 0.1 p. p. m. and in the field 

about l. p. p. m. The actual measurement is comparatively rapid but 

the *setting of base points must be performed many weeks before to 

ensure stability.. 

For exacting calibration of tapes and wires the geodetic 

con, parbbor is used. The SIP version is the most used and consists 

of vertical pillars set,, usually every 4m upon-. a solid foundation. 

Each pillar carries a microscope having 0. m resolution -and a ýIu 

range of movement ofa, few iiillmetres. ' For calibration a four mebre 

6tandard'bar is placed-under each pair of microscopes using .,, a light 

supportin,,!,,, railway. The tape or wire is erected under the microscopes 
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and compared with them. The base is then recalibrated for a cheek. SIP 

have supplied over 20 bases to date., the most recent being at CEEIRNL 

in Geneva and N. S. L., Sydney. The CEMI base is unique as it has a 

scale and microscope system which enables the end 4-m bay to bo 

sub-aivided and the reglette to be ruled on the base. The CEMI 

base is instrumented with a 100m invar sag wire. The centre of the 

sag is connected to a Ld. v. t. transducer whose output is recorded. 

it is sensitive to less than ýIu m, and to reduce drifts due to staff 

movements dre is encased in a 4in. diameter galvanised ., 
the sag ,'I 

cheet-steel pipe. It. was also learned that construction has 

ý; t; xrted in Turin of a geodetic comparitor base for Italy. 

From the limited c, --.,, )erience gained in the provious 
,L 

// 

research project of the , rriter (1) it was possible to propose 

areas of application vhcre improved measurement of large-scale 

positions would give economic I return. A list of these iras published 

in a paper which is included'in appendix 1 7.5. It is interesting 

to note that recent uncollaborated work by Gosling gave a sirdlar 

list ( -17 ) 
0,, Duriýg the 2ast two years many 'visits were rzide 

to British induistryo iesearch institutions and conferences, in order 

to expand the , rritbr.! -s experience and to provide assessment of current 

problems and capabilities in order that original research could be 

directed towards useful application. A few of theae problems are 

now described. 

Through the %, Titer's association with the English Electric 

Company, it was learned that insitu machining of large (60ft) 

diameter' turbines uas thought to be more economical if a satisfcLetorY 

vay of controlling a vorkpiece sppported machining head was avaILLble. 

This would allow the part to be assembled from rough castings or by 
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fabrication and be machined to final tolerance ulthout need for 

transport and disassembly. One aspect of this research has ý; hown 

that this is now possible using the trilateral contrQl technique 

described in Section 5.1. The fundamentals of triangulation are 

.g 
review on transducers (Appendix 7.1+) and given in the followin 

by a paper given in Appendix 7.5. 

I recent netrology problen, at their Rugby Works was to 

mark out mounýing holes on the'vec-block. shaped frames usdd to 

support a turbine stage. The requirement here was to locate holes 

on the upper horizontal faces of the 30 odd feet sections which were 

placed evenly about the framework centro-line lying some l5ft lower 

in the vee contra. This was performed vith cartesian measurements 

but could have been more easily, measured by a trilateration method. 

A similar problem was seen at the F. H. Lloyds plant in Birming7ham 

where two fabricated gearboxes 
/ (about 20ft by 15ft by l5ft) had mirror- 

image dowel holes arranged in a triangular layout. These required 

2in. diameter dowels to fit with . 005in. tolerance., the centre-lines 

being about 12ft apart. The holes had been bored with a 2arge ram 

borer but did not match-upon assembly. This was put down to borer 

scale inaccuracy but temperature error was probablymore correct. 

Harland and Wolf (ship builders at Belfast) have introduced quality 

control of the size and shape of weldments which came as large as 

50ft in dimenbion. This idll ensure that fabrications taken to the 

assembly berth fro: ý, the fabrication shops fit with reduced re-, work. 

This departure from traditional practice of out and fill will 

require improved 3 dimensiorlL measurement of the weldments. 

Another recent trend is to one-oide weld stock plates to produce 

enormous shoot fron. iihich ship-soctions are cut diroctlY. Control 

of flamc-cuttkocrs to 200ft ranges could be needed. The above e-.,: a=plc, -j 
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can bo . -Olvod., in the iwiter's opinion, by continuous lqiro 

measuring do-viegs as described in Section 

Another class of measurements are those-where small 

changes in a nominal length must be measured. Whilst at Lloyds 

the problem of assembling the teeth of an 80ft diameter fabricated 

gean.., heel of a drag-linIc excavator was discussed. A possible 

solution. of'this is given in the roundness measuring method 

investigated. (Section 5.2). After publication of the transducer 

review paper (Soction 2-3) the writer was consulted on the problem 

of neasurino- turbine movements in a generating power station. The 

.. 
ideal requirement here-was to continuously record the 3 dimensional 

novements of all beariiivs (about 12 spaced along 100ft) as the Cj 
load -and temperature ch=-ge. The vertical component isialrea# 

measured with relative ease usanc; -,, water levels but the two horizontal 

movements present a tiore difficult problem and the method earlier 

considered by the staff of the C. E. G. B. was to use laser beams 

passing through light path shield tubes. A more economical solution 

vas formulated during the ýiscussion in vhich triangpla-ted tensioned 

wIrO doformatioln: - tran-ýucors dould be arranged to meag; uro small 

changes from the bearings to a temperature controlled framework 

supported from the roof. (This method provides a reference plane of 

measurement uhich needs-no precision location relative to the 

building provided all -lengths are'measured. simulttmeously). The 

initial knowledge needed to solve this problem has been p--ý-ovon by 

this reported research, see'Section 4 for deformation transducers 

and. Section 3 for the framework. With wires a cost-of about 9100 

per mcasurement, givina absolute analogue'readout in electrical 

form is realisbd., compared with. probably 2500 per measurecient from 

the laser system. This-application is still under review by the 

C. E. G. B. 
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A final application of note is the measureMlent Of Ocisn. ic ý; trains 

in which strains of 1079 must be recognised over periods in the range 

of 20 seconds to many weeks. The quest for a chcap and portable, 

strain meter-for earthquake prediction and geological studies may be 

solved with this method. The application re-sulting from this project 

is described in Section 5.3. It is clear from above that accurate 

and economic large-scale measurement has become a necessity. Out of 

the many solutions suggested by the writer, the only request for 

immediate assistance was the seismic application. In all other 

cases an obvious reluctance to spend any amount of money was apparent. 

The usual remark was that the bill for any preparatory research 

should be footed by governmental sources. To enable the potential' 

to be demonstrated, therefore, a number of applications have been 

constructed in the laboratory being selected to include a wide 

variety of known problems. Theý results have been widely circulated 

(Section 7.6) and it is' now ii' p to industry to apply them to their 

particular applications. 

The next sub-section covers a review of automated large- 

scale transducers which completes the possibilities for measurement 

in this now discipline. Considerable overlap is evident for in fact 

most transducers can be used for manual measurement vith advantage. 

2.2 Tnansducors, for tbe Docnorietre, Rincýe-- 

The initial period of thisproi ect was devoted to a 

literature survey to ascertain the availability of established 

principles and instruments suitablo for large-scale position control. 

An-extensivo review vas eventually compiled uhich covered 

over 200 different tests and published articles. Due to the 

of a interdisciplinary nature of measurements and tothe lack 
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suitable journal for the publication of metrology in its olm rirlht., 

.V the material was collected froin extromely diverse sources. %. iY. PcriencO 

gained during less ex. tensive : searching of the previous research 

degree also helped to broaden the scopo, of the review. 

The conclusion was drawn that although numerous suitable 

principles exist.. few have been developed to a usable stage suitable 

for a systems designer. It is especially characteristic of the 

measurement discipline that theoretical studies ard inoufficient 

in themselves as only practical investigation can discover all the 

necessary assumptions. . 
During preparation of this review cartesian and triangular 

co-ordinates systems ucre compared and it was roallsed that the la-tter. 

was moro ap . It is hoped that all methods 
., plicabl6 to larger sizes 

for measurement are included axýd in several instances pr3. nc3. ples- 

giving onlylow accuracy at preýent are detailed to onsure that the 

review user is aware. of the p6ssibilities. The majority of the 

paper is concerned with the'mcasurement of leng'ths but as pointed 

out many measurements have more than one dimension and the techniquo 

of length transduction must-bo chosen to yield multi-axial information. 

They may also be supplemented with alignment sensing methods., which 

measure small angles and extend a line into spaco, and also with 
I 

angle measurinc-. traneducers that give rotation of the extended line u 

or number. Due to uhe length of this paper, a reprirr'. of the 

published form is given in Appendix 7-4., to avoid repetition. 

Thore have been a fc'w developments of note since the 

printing of the review uhich was brought up to date at proof stage. 

These follow. 

c 

I 
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Measurement of the offective diametor of flcxiblo ringz 

forming part of tho now jumbo-jet ongincs has boon invostigatod at 

Rolls Royce, Derby.. They have dovelopod a roller circumfcrcneo 

mcasuring instrument for this purpose which is to bo marketed. 

laser intcrforometor research at the N. P. L. has now-raized 

counting rates to 10 Mega Hz with reduced signal to noizo ratio 

requirement. This work has two aims., being to provide a more rapid -a 

method of-establishing. geodotic longths (50m) in their tape 

caJ-ibration tunnel and secondly to detect eartIl strains in seismic 

studios. 

The latter investigation is in collaboration with the 

Department of Geodesy and geophysics, Cambridge University. ('Sao 

also-Section 5.3). Iaser'interferometers arc finding favour for 

this measurcment ( 18 The Rank Organisation is. at present 

its recently. doveloped industrial interforometcr in field evalua- ting 

trials and it is to be relca, bed shortly. New models are now 

available from the American manufacturers of interferometors. The 

cost of such equipments is definitely reducing. 

Intornational, agreemont now exists about the stability of 

the, '. h--llum neon laoor and its use as a standard of length is 

becominý apparent 19 

The N. P. L. Reference 11ignment bench is noaring completion 

and when commissionedý will"be able to verify the aligament behaviour 

-of establishcd instrumonts and cnablo investigatio'n of optical path 

effects to be carefully studied. This unit generates a precisely 

straight line using a laser be-an passing through zone plates 

'arranged in boxes at intervals along the 100m length. The total 

light path is. contain6d in an evacuated aluminium tube. 

0 
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The N. E. L. absolute displacement transducer system using 

compounded "diffraction" gratings is now available commercially 

at a cost comparable with incremental sye,, ems. In general., 

industrial demand has forced the size of radial gratings down and 

2in. diameter radial gratings having 5000 lines have been used 

in several commercial appliýýatio; is. 

It was interosting to find that the British Calibration 

Service are considering the use of a large calibrated three 

dimensional gauge-block for checking multi-axial measuring systems. 

Previously traceability was proved by independent chocks of 

translations and angles. 

The survey generated many new ideas, especially the use 

of optical methods. These had to be put in oboyance for fear of 

broadening the project b. eyond ý'the capabilities of the limited timo 

and manpower. 

The technique of triangulation, offered great promic; o_ 

for the larger sizes and as wires were able to reallse it)tho 

project applications side concentrated on their use as continuous 

length measuring devices. This broadened as the demand and 

possibilities of deformation measurements became apparent. 

A short review paper covering length measuring transducers. 

, lgcs to a few metres was ddlivercd to a conference on digital 

techniques. This is also bound in the Appendix 7.6. It contains 

a few additional references to the main review paper. 

2.3 Electrical Gauging Technicues for the IfillimAre Ram-le. - 
In tensioned-iArd transducers it was necessary to mcasurc 

C, 
small axial movements, usually not exceeding a few hundred micrometres 
(Section 4) in deformation methods and to be able to produce an 
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analogue transient signal of the rotary oscillations of the 

measuring drm iii the continuous units. 

Three available alternatives were the position sensitive 

photocell (psd), the linear differential voltage transformer (ldvt) 

and the capacitance displacement probe. At the tima it was thought 

that the first method would be applicable to all requirements 

with the use of special, but simple) optical elements. 

Avail, iblc literaturc on these cells gave little 

quantitdtive information regarding stability and practical detection 

1: Lmits. An investigatýonvas made to produce instrýmcntation 

using these colls for recording drum transients and measuring 

linear movemcnts. A, paper has been published on this work 

(Appendix 7.4). In tbis, the literature has been reviewed (some 

45 papers have been 'publishc4 on the cells) and the design and 

applications of the simple dual-cell to onc-axis measurement is 

given. It vas found that linýearitios of 0.5% were realistic i-dth 

stabilitios of around I, over a period, of a fow days. By the use 

of the optical lbvorand'parallol plate principles.. rotary measurement 

from seconds to d6groes of are could be made. Direct linear 

measurement of movements across the cell and perpendicular to it 

are also described. 

In tho early stagas of the projcct these mothods are 

satisfactory but as the deformation measuring; aspects of the project 
I 
developed with the successful construction of a temperature controlled 

mcasurinr, base the need for 0.01im resolution with hundreds of -7- 
hours stability become apparent. Position sensitive cells could 

I 
possibly have provided the resolution-* needed by using more 

expensive colls and a longer optical lover path length but the 

stability beyond soveral days was n, o*Lu established. 
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Further investigation of other alternatives vas nado 

in which ldvt and capacitive prober, ucrc Utilisod. Photocells, 

were found to be suited for rccponso tosting of the largo-rangc 

cartesian wirc transducers and for repeatability tests of a 

1.5m range unit. (Section 4.8). In the former case the parallel 

plate method was uscd and the method of use is illustrated in 

figure 2.3-1. The optical lover uced in the latter care is shown 

in figure 4.7. Further figures arc to be found in the reprint. 

The sonsitivities of the constructed bcam balanccs wore loss 

than O. Oýjm (Section 4) and in such cases linear probing is superior 

as this mcasures diroctly to the wire. - end. In any shaft. rotation 

method bcaring. errors cntor into the measurcment. Originally tho 

capacitance probe (Vlayno Korr), was applied to thi6 mo--surcmcnt to 

ensure non-contacting operation. It was later established that the 

linear differential voltage transformer (ldvt) probes could give 

equivalent perfomance if roller ended probcs werc usod. 

By amplifying the capacitance probe electronic output) 

rocording sonsitivitics of -. Oýum of wirc movemcnt/milimetro of 

chart wore easily obtained with linear operation. Temperature 

drift (about 
-ýDmýOC) and timo drift (about apparent 

. 
5qm/day) were 

. 
in this unit. Tests were made using a 0.005in. rango probe. As 

/ 

/ 
the gap clearance was lim:!: Lcd to O. Imm when measuring with such 

sensitivities the probe adjustment was -critical and it only 

allowed small movements of the balance. 

Tesa gauge heads contain an integral ldvt system with the 

moving element supported on a ball bearing spindle. The elcetror. 1cs 

directly display movement, have electrical zero shift, and can be' 

switched to obtain sensitivities of 3 
'ým 

f. s. d. with a corrczpondin, --,, 
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2006V recorder output. The probe can be moved over 2j=. 4000 hr- 
- 

stability of no greater than 1% of f. s. d. is quoted. Those probes 

and the associated electronic unit are shown in a late r figure, 4-4. 

Most measurements could be made with those units unless a frequency 

response above about 10hz vas needed. The capacitance probe ic 

useful to about 10 kHz*with the position sensitive photocell 

going to above I Moga, Hz. 

LEIqGPH TESTING FACILITrb"S FOR TIM DECAIMREI PUNGE. 

Installations in Goncral 

As 90ý or more of a. U ongincoring mcasurcmc&,, s are said 

to bc vithin 300 mm capacitY it is not surprising to find fcw 

installations for checking long-longth measuring devices. The 

roquironents include. stable length to bc-ttor than a part in 

106, rigidity, a calibrated scale over the entire length and good 

temperature control. These are nearly mot by geodetic g; urvey 

bases of which there are about 20 throughout the world. These 

are used to caUbrato tensioned tapes and wiros by a technique 

traceable to the agreed National standard. of length. W-ith the 

exception of tho'baso at'CERV in Geneva which has a facility for 

E. ; ubdivision of one bay, those bases only give in-scalo locations 

at about 4m intervals Over their 50m lengths. Current work at the 

N. P. L.. Ig; aimed at using a laser interferometcr to subdivide the 

baso longth. 

In industry) uscrz; of large machine tools have constructed 

bases for comparison purposes using a solid metal structure. 

Lengths to 8m have been rcportod; - 
Those are usually placcd by tho 

maching tool to equaliso tomperaturos. High prccision mcasuring 

machincs, up to Zm rango, aro avaiLablo which hold ocales of linc- 

standard accuracy. 
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As no-sultablo basc was availablo locally it I-jas 6coidcd 

to construct a rolativoly crudc baso mado from continuous stool. 

This was subscqucntly tomperaturo controlled by internal watcr flow 

and now appcars to ha7c bettor stability than any other manufactured 

baso in exictcnee. 

3.2 Tho University of - 1,1--arwick- l2ra Base. 

Previous testing of the repeatability of continuous lcngth wire 

mcasuring devices had bccn carried out using coupled stool bars to 

give 14m distances. In November 1967 a section of one of thO 

schoolrs Heavy Engineering laboratories was equipped as a largo-scale 

mctrology roscarch and manufacturing area. YIctrology facilities L;. o 

to about 500= wore availablo in a small metrology room. 

As there was no good rcason for insisting upon 14m range a 

metal measuring machine-was built across the 12m width of end of the 

laboratory. This base has no calibrated scale or absolute lcns, 
-bh. 

calibrations but provides a constant reference length for testing 

the ropeatability-apd long term stability of. tonsioned wire transducers. 

As these can repeat to. dbout 4 parts in 106 or better., tcmperatu-. c 

control of, tho stco2s length was needed., This was added about 

August 1968 boing conplctcd by Octobcr. Sinco that timc it has bccn 

operating continuously. The details of this base have been published 

and a-roprint is given in Appendix 7.6 whore. tho mothod. of testing 

and the-perfornunco arc also described. 

A general view is given is figuro 3.1. For repeatability 

tests of continuous dcvicos, 'two pins project through the insulation 

giving an citcrnal controllcd longth. Thoso can bo sccn Li the figure. 

FiLnxro 3.2 shows the transformer and : Lo. w inertia heater 

(mount-cd in the glass tube), the mercury switch relay which sw4ltches 

the heater and the pump Motor. with contact thermometer damands and, 

the two pipes that couple the two sides of the base throu, "vh*this 
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heating and circulating equipncnt. A top vicu., chowing the L; 

co,, Itact -LLlhcrmomctor, can bc som in : Cig=o 

Although satisfactory for conýinuous dovico., chclýdno vhcrc 

inhercnt crrors Jimit prccision to a fcw parts per million, the 

lcnýtbh stability is apparcntly still inforior to that of tho 

tonsionod invar idro limiting crcep dctcrmination to roasonably 

- short perio . ds. (Soction'4). Furthcr work is continuing in a 

disuscd railvay tunnel at Quccnsbury in Yoesshirc in the hope of 

obtaining extensions to this knowledge on creep. (Section 5-3). 

The base operates in a normal cnviromcnt-. 6f about-. -30C. 
Hundred hour stabilitios of 3.078 have been obtained uhcn the laboratory 

conditions woro within a dogroo or so indicating tho possibilitics 

of this techniquo in a moro suitable locationt such as a bascmcnl. 

or tunnol. Tho curront stability obtaim-iblc is probably an order 

of magnitudo bcttcr*than any 6ýhcr manufacturcd facility in cxistcnccý 

although similar perfomanco is possible in some deep rock t=cls. 

Bonding of tho base has boon moasured with an autocollimator 

(Hilgor and Vatto., two axis) which was directed through the intcrnal 

air-spaco. The imago was stable to within its 0.1 second of arc 

resolution. Over a wook period the ma=, = variation was about 4 

seconds of arc implying aligMcnt to at least 0.25mm. Rotation of 

the nArror brackot was nonitored with an electronic lcvol (Talyvol 

by Rank) -. and was always within 1 sccond of are. Special brac. ecots 

wore needed to hold the equipmcnt and it was considered that this 

contributed error due-to creep in volded joints. 
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FUNW. TENTALS OF TENSIO=T, -TiIEIMR IMICINSIOITAL TRANSDUCERS 

1 

4.1 B-PRODUCTION 

Tensioned flexible mechanical members have been used 

for precision surveying since 1784, when Roy experimentedwith a, 

steel chain. About 1885 Jaderin introduced the continuous wire mbthod which 

has been retained., The discovery of invax in about 1896. -overcame 

temperature variation difficulties and precision base lengthp were 

measured with wires and tapes until about 1955 when electronic devices 

enabled long bases to be directly measured ih7--h greatly-reduced timoo 

Tapes and wires are still used to establish b6th`; shorV: lenýthsý, ( where 

electronic methods have insufficient resolution) andalso-lbng, basos for 

comparison purposes. 

Although used almost exclusively in s=veying, numerous 

engineering measurements can be. / made*by tension'ed-member transducerst 

especially if electrical output is proffilce'd.. IL-asurements fall into 

two groups2 the first being to determine small changes in a large 

nominal length and the second to provide continuous measurement of 

length over the entire raný; e varying up to a hundred metres or more. 

These will be referred to as deformation and continuous methods 

respectively. 

Deformation tensioned cord transducers have applications 

in recordirZ, of movements of large civil and mechanical engineerir-g 

structures, for instancet concrete erections, buildings, povier-sta-tion 

foundations and power-set movenents, deflections of aircraft, fra=es, 

machine tool structures and shipsý, under both static and dynamic 

conditions; in calibration and use of survey wires for base measurement 

and enginee-ring goodesy; in creep testing and temperature coefficient 

evaluation; in setting up of rolls where parallelism is vital and 

for mechanical transfer of small movements to remote locations@ 
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Applications investigated in this project include, Iong-tom longth 'ý 

g base; creep testing of the ivires and stability of a 12m measuring 

fibres; a strain seismometer and measurement of the circularity of 
10 

large rin, -s. It is shown below that =elative movements of I platot in. 10 can 

be detected with a tensioned wire held between two end suppo=ts and 

that stability to a few parts in 10 8 is attdSnalile over periods of 

several hundred hours. 

The second group of applications includes those 

where position along the full extent of the wire is needed. Examples 

include,, 'readout and con-Urol of position ranging from millimet-TOS 

to decametzes, for instancet in machine toolst gantry cranest plotting 

tables, flame cutting machines, microcircuit master production and 

for manual ma=king andinspection of precision components of sizes 

up'to several hundred metres. In many cases wire transducers 

enable t=ilateration -to be uq6d (Section 2.2) with advantage as an 

. alternative to the' conventional caý: tesian method. 

Iavestigated designs include 15m and 12m range unitsp 

the latter being mechanically linearized and including mechanical 

absolute lengthand temperature error adjustment, a lm unit with 

partial range readout and a 1-5m range model which will be linearized 

by electronic computations. The 12m units have been used to control 

position in closed-loop mode using both rectangular and trilateral 

coordinates (Section 5-1). Repeatibility of about 4 'Parts in 10 
6 

(standard deviation) is achieved with the large= units and I part 
6 The accuracy Compýares., in '10 (s. d. ) for the smaller versions. I 

vjjth'ý, the -repeatibilityi, 
Such perfo=ance compares favourably 

with the lase interferometer'wo=lcing in- a normal industrial environmen: t.. 

With wire methods, howeverp these are considerable advantage,. s, for the 

measurement is mechanically absolutet resolutions can be matched to 

range to yield =imum translation speed when incremental readout 
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is used, scaling and inscale errors can be corrected mochanically 

(the method is not affected by humidity or pressuxe)v life is expected 

to be considerably loxZer and finally no guideway is necessary to 

control the measu=ing'system translation path. 

Fo=lation of static conclitions of vrizes and tapes 

has reached groat sophistication -d=jn,, Phe years 1890 to 1940. This 

Yrork has been muz =-ized by Bomford in 1952 
.( 20). -. 11-is rev: LOW 

includes sag, tomperaturet tension, slope and end scale corrections and 

the effect of vret, dixtp wind and pulley eccentricity. Friction 

effects., have been. studied by Hotine ( 21 ) but results quoted axe 

relevant only to actual tests made on a pulley and weight system. 

His study did not directly consider bearing and hysteretic frictional 

errors in the tape. 

Further work by'Clark of the N. P. L. ( 22 ) has considered 

the choice of cross-sectional/area for a given tension and span# 
I 

effects of gravity variationt stresses in the tape or wire and effects 

of additional loads# 

Little has been reported regarding the other important 

factors, namely, effects of friction on the detection limity methods 

for applying tensiont dynamic behaviour assessmentt effects of, 

temperature and suggestions for compensationt creep and material 

hysteresis, types of materials, readout methodst choice of scale of 

magnitude for the system and applications to other areas of dimensional 

measurement. These are the subject of this paper. Although the term 

wire is used, most remarks are relevaat, to tapes and oo=ds,., 

4.2 SOTS, TENSIONING TMTHODS 

Fo= methods have been investigated for tensioning the 

wiro, in this -rese=ch, study. These aret pulley and weight,, beam 

balance, constant torque sP-inCs and elect=ic raotors. As the-*. Choice 
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depends upon the anpular =otations noededp the non-absolutop latter 

two, are most relevant for continuous transducers as many reVolutiOns 

are generally needed, These methods are shown diaerammatically in 

fi u"are 4-I 

In surveying work tension has traditionally been 

applied by usin, - a vleight hold by a cord passinC round a pulley. 

This provides constant tension at any axi8ular position. If absolute 

tension is needed over a limited =otationt for exampleg where movements 

are small or where the'tension head is moved physically to restore 

balance, a beam balance may be used eliminating the oscillations of 

the hanging weight and frictional e==o=s of the cords. (Recent work 

at CEPIT in Geneva has =esulted in the development of a null-seeking 

bean -balance Imo-, m as Distinva=( 23 )). As the dynanic perfo=ance 

depends on. the rotational inert . ia of the unit (see section 4*3) it 

is desirable to reduce the inertia to a minimum. This raises the 

natural frequency of the system, reduces transient stresses in the 

wire and reduces the possibility of the ýystem vibrating in its 

tra,; isv-e--. -. e. less cont=ollable, mode, 

For pulley tensioning the inertia consists of components 

made up froia the Weight virtually rotating at the pulley radius plus 

the inertia of the pulley vThioh is approximately equal to that of 

the weight. 

Fo= a bean balance the inertia is similarly -due -to a. 

zht acting at a radius. In this case there is no additio 1 pulley , Wdi, na 

component and the weight and radius can be varied to minimize the 

inertia whilst ma-intaining the'same torque. (Inertiabdi%-proportional 

to the square of the radius, torque proportional to radius Even 

so, a beam-balance constructed to have =educed least ine=tia for a 

given -torque by using a large mass =otatino at a small radius has 

considerably greater inertia than that of spring or electric methods 
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of tensioning. A comparison of the torque and inertia of various 

desi, c, rns is Civen in the table 4-1- 

Large displacements can be achieved with absolute methods 

by allowin, 3 sufficierit travel for the weight or by translating the head 

to a null. The use of gears to reduce the mass displacement increases 

the inertia as the square of the geax ratio, the torque being increased 

proportionately. 

For continuous transducers neither absolute method is 

salvisfactonj as lexZths of many motres must be aoco=odated and 10'a 

inertia is important. Two alternative solutions are to use constant 

torque springs W-A electric motors; 

The rate at which the system recoils or releases the 

wire is decided by the inertia as the tension is virtually constant. 

The tensioning mechanism of continuous transducers is often req: aired 

to rotate a'dr= of significant inertia. West has shown ( 24 ) that 

the ability of a torque producing. system. to accelerate a matched load 

inertia is best assessed by the torque 
2/inertia 

ratio, or powez-ratOt 

a term recently applied to *electric motor terminology ( 25 )- 1-ýC 

the inertia coupled to the tensionina head is negliSible, as is the 

case for deforniation transducerst the toý. rque/inertia ratio is the 

measý=e of accelezation ability. 

It has been found that the constant-torque spring 

motor gives highly repeatiblep continuousp smooth torque with low 
I 
inherent inertia. Static analysis of these motors was reported by 

Votta in 1952 (. 26 ) from which torque outputp lifet size and spring 

stresses may be calculated. - Fordynamic designs an estimate of the 

inortia is needed, 

it is shown in the appendix 7.2 that the inertia Of 

thesd'notors can be approximated by assuming it is produced by a 

cylinder of spring material with inner radius. that of the output 
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ABSOLLTE IMI-IMS 

Torquo Inertia 
(!,: g. r (1c,. m2 

Pulloy -). ncl vcj. ýht 

10 kg. on 100mm. rad. pulloy 1.0 10-1 

101,: g on 150rm rad. pul I ey 2.3 10-1 

Bcam Balance 

Rcmae-co 

Pullcy inortia icnorcd. 
5upplics 101, cg tbnsion. 

1 kg at 300= rad. 0.3 9 1072 Bach , *-, uoplieE; 10'.,, P, 
tenýion -a Vt 3U-nm radius. 

10. kg at 30=a 0.3 9 10-3 

1001cg at 3mn. 0.3 9.1074, 

5 kg at 15mm 0.075 1.3 10-3 

NOTT-ABSOLUM MHODS - 
Loririp! Motors (20., 000 cycle IIf c) 

70 Turns 

. 05mm spring thickness 

-5 0.075* 7.3 10 

. 07mm 0.075 2.8 1074. 

lo"= 0.075 7.2 10-4 

. 3mm 0.110 . 1.2 10 -2 

Comparablo fi; for 
2 ke tonsio- 

11 poccibilities. 

Digiwirc 11 - actually 
used. 

DiEiWirc I motor 

IC Turnfj 

. 051. = 0.075 1.0 10-5 Suitable, for shorter 
range continuous 

. 07= 0.075 2.4 1075 transducers. 

-30= 0.075 3.8 10-4" 

Electric Motors Supprlicd with rated current). 

Printed armaturc, aar cored. 0.085 1.6 1074 

Cylindrical, air cored 0.022 3.4 . 10 -6 
13cot quoted in 1955 of 0.070 6.8 10ý-3 
comparable size (2+) 

Table 4.1 comparison of inertia and torque of torque mech=i=. --, 
having several turns output. 
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bush givina: -6 

b,? ( (r3 +N t) 4 4). 
S00 r3 

N0 is the numbe= of output turns available, t the material thicknessp 

C3- the material density, b the material width and 3 the radius of 

the output bush upon which the sprin, - is coiled. As inertia depends 

upon 34 it is greatly reduced by usinG a wide spring on a small 

bush. Votta has shown that the toxque output is 

EbtS: C2. r 3 
s -. 24 

where E is the material elastic constant and Sf the 

Tho inertia has boon measured for a n=ber of the spring motors listai 

in the table 4-1 -and was found to agree to within some 2Cýo of the 

calculated value. 

These, springs are also useful in deforma-tbion transducers 

which require larger excursions or faste= response. They are 

indePendant of Cravity and orientation, is unimportant. A simple 

cantilever -Ovic .. preaLxrved, spring strip is probably sufficient to p 10 

tension and a measuring surface, if movement is small. Inherent 

damping of sprina motors depends upon the rolling surface area of the spring 

moving upon the bushes.. Low inertia desians., therefore, have improved 

damping., 
.L 

=aný=6-. direct-m. diii-r6nt elea: 6ri'd- =6t=6-ý 

nay, sometimes be- -suitablý- -applied a 
For tensioning applications 

howevert a n=ber of disadvantages exist which generally exclude them 

; from precise. tensioning.. Firstlyt the torque output varies with 

aArgrulax position. Printed armature d. c*' motors have about 1/200 

vaxiation. Brush fxidtion significantly increases backlash errors 

(see section 4-4)- B3nishless motors are genor 
I 
ally a. c# types and' 

have considerably large3i inertia for the s=o torque, The basic 

cost is laxaer and a stabilized current supply is also needed. Pro. 
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the comparison table it can be seen that for limited rotation 

applications rcquirin, - torque, the spring motor powor-rate is comparable 

with electric motors opcrating at continuous current rating in an 

open-loop modo. Tension may also be controlled using- tonsion food- 

back to control the motor torque. This increases the complexity and 

does not seem to offer any accuracy or response improvements 

over open-loop Spring Motors. 

4.3 DYITADTIC PE=, IMASCE 

A wire supported freely between a rigid support 

and a tensioning head will have two basic vibration modes. These =-a 

the transverse vibrationg-moving perpondicular to the wire axis, and 

the longitudinal mode which vibrates along the axis. 

The transverse mode is produced by interaction of the 

restoring force exerted'by the'longitudinal tension and the transverse 

inertial force of the vdre. The fundamental frequency is given by 

f. tw), 
2 

whero I ic tho span lorigth, T tho tonsion, w tho i7oiCht por unit lcnýybh 

of the wirc and a the Cravitational const=t. This c= also be written 

in terms of material constants givi=g 

S 
u7) 

21 
(ý3N 

where SU is the ultimate tensile strenath of the ivire, ý its density 

and N the ratio of maximum tensile to actual stress in the wire, 

For highest transverse natural frequency ato a Givc.. vl 

len, crtht the material should be tensioned as high as possible consistent 

with allowable stresses. For a1 Om:. s-o= 7- of invax, stainless steel 

and carbon fibres of equal cross, sectional area and static stress 

(N-= 8) resonate at 4-4,6-5. and 1SHz respectively, showing the 
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potential of carbon fibres in this 'work. It is also possible to 

further raise the transverse frequency with these fibres, as the 

elastic limit is nearly'equal to the tensileýst=enjth allowina a 

lowe= N value to be used. 

The t=ansvexse f=equency is independant of the tensioning 

.. 'Linit I. t is the tension maZnitude that is i=. portant. 

It is shovin below that -the transverse os. cillatio=an often be 

eliminated in a well-, designed system.. Clark has also shown ( 22) 

that vertical sag chances are about ten times greater than the erd 

movement producirg, - themrindlcatijýa that transverse vibration amplitudes 

axe not serious as might be thought. 

The longitudinal mode is produced by energy exchange 

between the loncitudinal vii=o exten,,, Iic; n--- -. nd the ine=tia. -. of the 
I 

tensioning head. As a ýirst approximation (usually sufficient) the 

wire may be regarded as a linear lumped spring of spring rate 

AE 

where A is the cross-sectional. area and E the elasticity modulus 

of the wire, The resonant frequency is 

2 R1 
-IN 1) 

wheme R is the radius at which the end of the wire rotates on the 

tensioning. unit having inertia 1. 

For a distributed wire, hanging horizontally in a catenazy 

the spring rate is more correctly the rate of length change with 

tension which includes the subsequent change in-catenary shape. 

Hotino has shown ( 21' ) that this is. given (in material oonstant form) by 

di I Su 2 21,2 
TT- +I 

12 2S 

For a catenary hariSing-with ends notlevelp the sag term needs correction 
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for slopc but for frequency calculations the sag contribution'is, 

negligible unless the span is long or the tension very low. 

Cl=k ( 22 ) has shown that there is aa optimum axea for the tape 

or wi=e which maximi'zes the stiffness by balancingg the elastic and 

catenary rate. This occurs when 

A3 6 T3 
Eý212 

but as the function is slowly varying considexable deviation is 

allowable. 

Survey -tapes and wires are st=essed to have N '... " *. " 

between 8 and 10.., This allows a wide stmss variation during 

transioAts and handling that might othe=iise exceed the elastic limit. 

Durinog these investigations similar N values have been usedt there 

apparently beinC no exacting criteria for choice. The loAgitudinal 

frequency is, thereforep largely decided by the tensioning unit 

inertiat the radius at which the wire acts (as also is backlash 

discussed in section 4-4) and the stiffness of the wire which depends 

upon spanp materIal and its cross-sectional area. A compromise must 

be made when choosing the latter as this also Offects the transverse 

frequency. Longitudinal frequency is not dependant upon tension 

magnitude to any practical degree ap, this only changes the oatenary 

contribution. of the stiffness. 

From the discussion of tensioning methods given in 

section 4.2,, it can be seen. that absolute methods have i. nherentlY 

large inertia compared. with springs or electric motors and willf 

the: cefo=ep have lower longitudinal resonant frequency. 

Normally expected dynamic dimensional movements will 

occur along the wire axis. This directly excites the longitudinal 

vibration mode and may excite the transverse mode'if the energy 

transferred into the transverse-directions exceeds the damping 
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dissipation of the wire. The magnitude of this eneray transfer is 

xelated to the deSree to which the catenary shape changes during a 

transient. This is related to the displacement magnitude and velocity, 

steady state tension, degree of static wire sa, -, inertia of the 

tensionin, c, head 3 the mass of the wire and the transverse comp6heiit ofithe 

gravitational' pull'. - , The effect has;, been studied experimentally 

by inducing step displacements to the free end of the wire. 

Step xesponses obtained with Digiwire I(3) at 

maximum rang ', ev were found to occur as boating, of the two, approximately eq=1 

frequency. *, vibratiohs 'producing 
,a damped. zemi-sum frequency envelope 

modulated at the semi-difference f=equencyp In this case the inertia 

was large'allowing thý wire to grossly sag before the unit could 

recoil the released wite. In the improved unitsp Digiwire II, 

described in section 4-8t the, inertia has been reduced separating- 

the two modes (the transverse frequency remained at 2 Hz and the 

longitudinal was raised. to 8 Hz for a 10m span) reducing the energy 

transfer into the transverse direction due to improved responsexate. 

Typical step responsbs of the two units are shown in. figure 4.2. 

0, 

4.4 LTFEECT OF TENSIONING UNIT FRICTION 

As the wire is elastict -`. dtatic, I-a: ictiOn of the tensionins 

device introduces 'stic-tion orrors which limit resolution: and 

repeatibility, which appear as backlash. 

For-frictional forces to be overcome, the wire must 

elastically change length until sufficient force is generated, This 

length change is given by 'I 

AB 

where f is the frictional force component along the wire axis. The 

friction of the tensioning heads discussed in section 4.2 can be 
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reg-ardod as torque, M, acting about the mounting pivot. For ball- 

bearines, an cctilM tc 'of the friction torque can be raadc using 

, 
l, J PB 

I, Ihcro/u is tho coofficient of friction of tho boaring acting as 

though it occurs at the diamctcr B of the bearing bore. The total 

load P is approximately equaý to the wirc tcnaon, T. The lowcct 

friction cocfficicnt occurs for colf-aligning bearings where /1- . 001. 

Ex-prossing backlash in relative terms we have 

lf 

vhcre R is the raaius at which the wire rotates. 

Study of manufactured bear I ings shows that 

B/T 0.11 mmkg -1 for bearings with static capacity lying in the 

4 to. 80 kg. range. For maller bearings no general ratio appears to 

hold. It is of interest to calculate some examples. A small beam- 

balance deformation transducor hasbeen used to monitor lcngth stability 

of a 12m measuring base (Section 3. '2). It is illustrated in Fiýure 4.3. 

This balance applied 2.5 kg. tension to a 0-limm 
2 

arca invar wire. 

The effcctive bcaring diametc-ý was 1= and the wirc was attached 

30n. m above the bearing centro. From, the above fo=ulaticn)baclclaoh 
8 

was cstimated to be 2 parts in 10; or 0.3mm in the 12m Icn, --th. 

Experiments showed this estimate to be conscrvative as observed back- , 

lash was come 0-0ýpm., Improvement. probably occurs due to backgro=ld 

vibration. If carb6n-fibres wore used instead, a larger area could 

be usod for tho same-mass per unit length)" the clasticity modulus 

is doubled and with a larger radius for wire attachmont, sonsitivities* 

tb 10710 or better are poscible with a longitudinal resonant frequency 

of at least IOOHz at 10m span. (This has led to the jnitin,., io., j of 

a *study of the use of deformation transducers for seismic strain. 
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recordina, section 5.3) 

'A study of the s-u=veyors base tensioning method is also 

relevant., The tape is' typically tensioned with 10kg weights held by 

a cord passing over a 150mm radius pulleyp supported on l2mm bore 

ball-bearinas. 11ý7o pulleys are usedt one at each end to simplify 

movement of the tape marks in both directions and to enable push-pull 

techniques ( 21 ) to be, used for enstimatina friction errors. The 

be=-ings have a static load of some 240kC and from backlash considerations 

should be made smaller. Even so, the calculated relative backlash is 

about I part*in 10 8 for a sin,, -, le pulley tensionirZ - normal tapes. ". The 

N. P. L.. met. rology cent-re, have kindly supplied actual readings for a 

double-ended tensioning, single 30m ca-tenarY. Of 12 settin, -s) the 

recorded backlash was a*s high as 5 parts in 107. As base =epeatibility 

is probably about 5 parts in 10 over'a several minute period, frictional 

effects appear'to be contributed by other causes such as cord friction 
I 

and material hysteresis. 

Othe= bearing methods such as flexure pivotstair and 

hydrostatic bearings'and knife edees may be capable of lower friction 

if necessary. The Distinva= unit ( 23 ) uses knife -edges set onto 

the inner, surface of radial bearixies. The bearing tolerances and the 

repeatibility of the translating head support axe Greatly in excess of 

the errors of the knife edges in this case, The standa=d-deviation for 

complete meas=amont with this method was. found to be a little better than 
6. 

part in 10 

4.5 EFFECT, OF 1,11TERIAL PROPERTIES* 

The precision of measurements made with tensioned wires 

depends upon the dimensional stability of the material under the 

conditions imposed upon it. Ther6-1=& lQxZ =, cl-'zhort, 

Long term effects - Creep is the term dpplied to 
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chariaes that occur when a material is stressed at a constant value -for 

p=oloný-; od periods. The general theory is that creep passes through, 

an initial, relatively rapid, primary sta,, rre followed by a much slower 

=ate called secondaxy creep. Failure occurs at the end of tho final 

rapid, tertiary stage. Current views are that all materials exhibit 

creep to some degree and that the rate is increased with increased 

temperature and stress. 
ý. 

reep data, hoyrovert must bo obt-ained 

experimentally and most data I=z been compiled for severe conditions 

of high tomperat=e bnd stress. 

Long term chanaes not fitting the creep theo=y are 
0 

termed secular effects. For example, oVinions on the behaviour of inva= 

tapes over periods of many months vary widely from one extreme to 

the other. It -id. ý said : th-ey lengthen or shorten and abrupt rapid chariges 

have also been observed. B=- standardsi which have no applied axial 

st. ress,, also exhibit unaccountable and unpredictable changes of small 
I 

ma, Gnitude. 

Short te=*effects. - If-a material is initially 

stressed to a chosen strain condition and the stress varied about 

this datum tlýe length does not return to exactly the same strain 

for the same stress, but exhibits mechanical hysteresis which appears 

in the measurements as a backlash error which increases in magnitude 

with increasing stress 9xcu=sion. Again this, is not a quantitative 

theory and experiments axe needed to evaluate magnitudes.. in geodetic 

tape calibration the stresses during calibration and subsequent 

storage vary considerably implying that mechanical hysteretic friction 

may2 in fact,, account for the diverse opinions of invar stability. 

It also suggests that improved precision may ýe obtainable if the 

tape could be kept tensioned throughout its life to obtain, less stress 

variation by a more precisely controlled push-pull p--ocedure or by 

a vibration technique (see below)* 
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For deformation mcas=onients in cngineerin,,, ý tho 

tension is not released during the mcasurinC period and under those - 

conditions hysteretic ex=o=s should be negligible provided accelo=ations 

are small. Creep and secular changes are of interest in this case. 

Some usefuljbut limiied3figurec., on the long-te= constant-st=ess 

behavio= of invax have been ob-ýained fxom experience gained from 
4 

monitoxing the lon, 3th*stability of the temperatum cont=ollod (± 
. 020C) 

measu=ing base 10 ). In this application the 0.11= 2 
area a=ealedp 

Invax 3 6, wire was tensioned at 2-5kg- with a beam-balance. Chances 

in =elative length between the invar =-d steel base were recorded 

along with the average base temperature. -The maximum recorded variation 

d=irig a 5001= test was +3 paxts in, 107 with the vaxiation being 

correlated with the base mean temperatum changes., Stability of 

temperature measurements (. 010d) enabled this variation to be corrected 
8 

showing that stability over this period was a few parts in 10 , on 

several occasions, when favourable ambient conditions existed in the 

laboratory, siMIlax stability has been directly recorded for 100hx 

durations. 

Stainless steel wire of equal crossection. has been 

tested, for shorter periods. As steel has a temperatum coefficient of 

expafisiolri. '. some twenty times greater than inva=- the experimental 

resolution- -was limited to 2 parts in 107. Over a period of 

no unidixection creep was observed within this resolution. The 
6 

-h measured mean variation deviated by 2:. 'paxts in 10 agreeinj wit 

temperature variation. 

Stranded *stainless steel wire cord is used in. 

continuous transducers and as on some occasions the units might be 

used for defo=ation maasi=ement, or require, zero stability. over 

prolonged pe=iods., stability is i=po=tant. Tests of a fully ex-,, caded 

Digivdre unit showed nd change in the nominal 12m lerý-, th over a 
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period of Ono V1001cp the resolution beinz-, 3 parts in 106 during this 

test, 

Caxbon fibxes have many of the essentials needed 

for deformation measurementsp these being high rigidity, low specific 

gravity, reproduceable and negative temperature coefficient of similar 

magnitude -as' Invar.. good high temperature properties and tHey'ma-y'exlLbit 

good stability and low mechanical hysteresis. Experimental evidence 

on this material is limited. Some tebts have been made on a Ilm 

length of continuous filament carbon-fib=o =cvixa, bound with light 

shellac. Definite unidirectional creep was observed in the lmm, 

diameter bundle. After about 100 hrz of constant tensioning at 2k, 3 

this reduced to approximately 0.8, a4/1= for the Ilmspan. The material 

was difficult to handle due to its extremely low shear strcný,; th. 

End connections were made by impregnating the fibre ends with epoxy 

resin which could be clamped under a bolted joint. As this test 

included a joint in the. bundle, the creep of the fib=e may be better 

than indicated. 

As the li-mitina facto= of the above tests UaS 

temperature vaxiationp fu=ther. tests axe in preparation using inv= 

and carbon fibres to measure seismic'strains on the C=. bridge University/ 

N. P. L. seismic base. (Section-5-3). It is hoped that more defineable 

temperature conditions-will enable seismic strains (magnitudes 10-9 

to 10-7) and material creep data to be obtained. 

Some data on the maCnitude of mechanical hysteresis 

is available (appendix 7.3) and is conventionally quoted as the matio 

of the width to length of the hystexesis loop. For steels it isIsome 

2ýa, implying that bqcklash as lar, -e as 1/50 of the strain change can 

occur d=ing. a procedure where the strain is entirely or paxtially 

chm, ged. A stainless-qteel wire of 10m length was tested and 0-5rohysteres-is 

was measuxed. Fo3? 'inva= of similar omossection the value was 1ý4 
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-he c=bon fib=e bundle only 0.1ý6, and fo -- 4W 

In tape calibration a procedure sua, 'rests itself 

in which the tape is initially strained to double the static value 

and then released to vibrate to rest in the-centre of the hysteresiz 

loop afte= completing a laxge number-of reducing stress cycles, 

The invar wire (O. IL2 area) was vibrated in ko 

this =anner and when oscillated to rest over some 50 CYcles the 

3: epeatibility was found to be 0.1/im s, d, for a strain change of 

lmm (The maxi=m strain was 10=). Ass-uýng linea-z interpolation 

of the error this indicates I part in 10 a 
s, d, repeatibility may 

be possible for tape calibration. 

Special materials have been developed with hysteresis' 

as low as . 021%o. These have a lower temperature coefficient than 

steel but still higher than Invax ( 27 

Vibrated and slowly released testsvere made on 

the carbon fibre cord. . 
9s hysteresis was measured at 0.1ýo r=i==> 

little difference was obtained by either method both repQating to 

about 5 P=-ts in 10 S" d. Further tests are needed to establish 

the relevance of these-tests to actual tape calibration and field 

use 0 

U 

4.6. EFFECT OF TEITERATURE 

At present there-appears to be no knovin material 

that does not changge dimension with temperature. The most significant 

advance in this direction was the discovery of the nickel-i-ron alloy 

Invar. Carbon fibres and ftýsed silica fibres have a simila= coefficient. 

Some typioal values are listed in the appendix. 

For exacting applications in engineering measurement- 

the fýll sensitivity of tensioning heads caxLqot be, =ealised unless 

temperature effects can be satisfactorily eliminated. A numberý of- 
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possibilitioa are listed for xeducinc and assessing temperature errox-, 

the choice depending on application and accuracy needed, 

a, Discrete Measurements with P=obes 

Discrete thermistox or thermocouple probes can 

be placed along the wire in order to measure an average temperature 

regarded as a reasonable estimate of tho mean. Thermistor probes 

lend themselves as they'can be interconnected to directly indicate 

the mean temperature. This method appears to be the best for 

continuous transducer temperature correction. 

b. Direct 1, basurement by Electrical Methods 

The wire temperat=e can be measuxed. by nonito=ing 

changes'of resistance of the tape or wire. Yean temperatures accurate to 

+ 0.2 0C have been measured by Notta=p ( 28 ) using a compensated 

bridge to measure resistance. 'An alternative approach is to apply 

a constant voltage to the wire, " measuring the current changes which 

can be directly used to indicate length error without knowledge of 

the temperature coefficient of the material (2 

co Self-heating of the Wire 

If the wire is electrically heated to retain the 

same resistance,, correction could be eliminated. 

howevery is limited by the extent to which heat 

actual loss distribution. 

d,, Dual Wires'in Parallel 

Colby used coupled brass and 

a stable length for base survey before invar was 

The improvementp 

injout offsets the 

L=n bars to establish 

discovered ( 20 ). 

His apparatus may be seen in'the Science Iluse=v London.. The reading 

points were taken on t. he two end links ýt such proportions that their 

unequal temperature coefficients cancelled out. This principle can 

be applied easily to tensioned wires over a much larger interval. 

Fo3ý example, if an invar wire aýd a carbon fibre cord areý tensioned 
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side by side between two measurina points, the two outputs can be 

directly subtracted as coefficients, approximately equal and opposite 

in sign, can be obtained by selection-A tomPerat=0 coefficient of about 

10-ý/OC seems possible'by this technique. For materials with 

unequal coefficients electronic summation with the appropriate 

jveightih, 3, ' , is needed, 

eeý "w7ires in Series 

it is co=on practice to correct measuring scales 

by using a reentrant shbrter length of higher coefficient material. 

Opposite-sian coefficient material can be used directly in series. 

For long lenGths howeverp the method only averages for a local arca 

of the span and the vilre should ideally be a chain of alternating 

materials each short enough to give over-all mean compensation. 

The above are su&; estions only. As temporat=c 

distribution and maCnitude va=ý considerably with the problemp* 

experiments are needed to ascertain those best suited for the task, 

For exacting applications the differential thermal 

expansion of the tensioning head must also be studied, This is 

minimized by using correct lengths of components -and carefully choosing 

the mounting points. A second temperatuxe effect often overlooked is 

that the elastic modulus of materials is temperature dependent. The 

thermoclastic coefficiant gives the rate of modulus change with 

temperature change. 'Invar has a slightly higher coefficient than. 

-6 that of steels 10 /oC. Alloys exist which show almost being about -500 

ze=o chanve (27 ), ' Typical values, where available, are listed 

in the appendix 7.3. For measurements of less than I part in 10 
6 

- accuracy, this effect can usually be iSnored. 

The temperature time constant of the wixe is 

also impom-tanto' FO-- Metal 17i=0.13 Of 010at 0.1r. Lm diamcýer it is Of 

the order of two seconds and for a 1.0mm diameter some twenty seconds. ' 
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A short thermal time constant is desirable as electrical filtering 

can be used to oý. tain '-a time constant with simple adjustment* 

0. 

4.7 DEYOTUTATION TRANSDUCERS 

A number of deformation transducers have been 

constructed and are now described, 

The . beam balance shown in fi&rL=e 4.3 was originallY 

built to verify the fo=ulation for friction errors and dynamic 

response. It has adjustable tension and inertia. The bean rotates 

on self aligning pivot-type ball bearings. The wire connection 

point is also held in similar bearings and is made of sufficient. 

length to cancel differential thermal expansion in the structure. 

A bored socket holds a linear differential voltage transformer (ld. 'v. t. ) 

probe (or capacitive probe) which measures the wire end movement 

relative to the sul)-port frame,! A miniature ball race is used to 

=educe surface fýciction between the p=obe end and the slightly 

translatiný; surface. The inertia of this unit was typically .I 

3,2 10-3kgm 2 
and tensioned the ivire at 2. Okgo 

Four simplified units based on the above were- 

made for simultaneous creep testirZ of various materials. These units# 

shown in ftal=o 4-49', us"ed the same be=-ings for the nain pivot. 

The be= is =do from a single steel bax with the wire or co=d being 

directly connected to, the upper face. 

A constant torque spring tensioning unit was also 

made to verify the behaviour of force methods. The unit, shown in 

fi8ý=e 4-5t is based upon a ýtandard stock spring,. Inertia has been 

reduced by lightenirZ the support bushes and may be further reduced 

by using a viide= spring st=ip on small bushost as shown above, T4e 

calculated inertia of this unit was 1.5 10-4 %ar? vhich agreed closely 

with the measured valueand is considerably lower than that of absolute 
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balances. Poor alignment of the radial bearings used for supportp 

led to largo frictional errors- in this unit. A similar unit using 

pivot bearings is described in the next section. 

The movements of the tensioning unit can be 

measured by linear Caugging techniques or by measurement of the supporting 

shaft rotation. The former is preferred as it is relatively in4opendant 

of bearing errors. Although non-contacting methods are desirable 

contacting spxing-loaded gauge heads of the I. d. v. t. type used in 

metrology have been proven to be suitable provided roller ended probes 

are used. Non-contactiris capacitive displacement probes have been 

used but the teryperaturp and long-te= stability wera found to be - 

infe-rio= to 3.. d. v. t- probes for which 4.000hr stability is Cuaranteed. 

An alternative method is to measure rotation of 

the pivot by an optical lever and position-sensitive detector. The 

simple dual cell has been proýen to have aboýit Lum stability over 

a period of several*days (section 2,4)- Increased sensitivity 

is available with cut-quadrant cells (. 02ýu m drift) or by using a 

longer path length in the lever. Sophisticated optical levers, for 

example, those reported, by Jones, ( 29 ) could Cive extreme 

sensitivity. 

A 

4.8 COMLINUOUS SUBDIVISION TRANSDUCERS 

The design of continuous transducers involves 

further considerations as accurate measurement is needed ove= the 

full range. Dynamic perfo=ance is also important as application 

in closed-loop control requ±--es rapid =esponseo 

The ivire must first be tensioned ,. rith the required 

. accuracy and then used to produce a continuous xotation as the wire 

moves in and out of the unit. A Capstan wheal may be :? otated by 

the wire; this was investigated and it was found that datum &aft, 
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occurred pros=ably due to the minul4c difforences. in the mechanical 

linear to radial conversion for each direction. An alternativet 

not exhibiting this error, is to secure the wire to the tensioning 

drim and measure the drum-rotation. A wire is more amnaniable to 

this method as a constant diameter, threaded drum can store largo 

lengths of viire in a small volume. `A . 3? ecently marketed device uses 

a narrow tape laid on'a cylindkeal dr='in this ran nor. Good*. -': s'. 

roproduccability is claimed. Wirot hovicvort can also be directed 

in any diroction without. twistiria, moldnC it ouitablo for trilatcration 

mcasuxonicnt. 

la 1967, Digiivi=c I vias reported (3) shoviing 

that repeatibility of about 4. parts in 10 
6 (st=-d=d cleviation)*ivas 

possible by this method. This unitj modified from an earlier 

potenticmetric length measuring device (2 )p had large inscale errors 

due to the windin,. c,, machaniismt,,, had no adjustment for absolute length 

or temperature error and was not suited to automatic control becauze 

of intolecable inextia. 

An imProved versiong Diaiwire II, has been built 

/ 

and is illust=ated in fig=e 4.6. This has a 12m =an, -e with 10ý4= 

resolution from an incremental resolver. Winding error is eliminated 

by moving the feed pulley parallel with the dr= axis directing the 

wire along the same axis. To min-Jimize friction effectsq a co-, Lnercial 

grade, 15= diameterp recirculating ball screw and nut carries the 

pulley. One drum revolution gives a wire movement equal to its 

circumference plus t he pitch of the drum helix, the total being 200 

in this model. 

To effect coarse absolute length adjustment the 

lead-screw assembly can be inclined to the d= axis causing a 

proportional change in the distance from the dr= cent. -aline to that 

of the feed-pulley as the feed translates, This effectiv-aly cha: lSas 
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the drum diameter and can correct about 0-5=/m =elaxingg the 

manufacturing- tolerance of the drum. Finer adjustment is obtained by 

profiling the cam plate carrying the end of the arm used to control 

xrat rotation. IZon-linea= errors, such as catenary sag-(about 100, /-Lm 

at 10m in this model), lead screw p1toh errors and tension variation 

errors can be re'ducdd ' this way. An amplification of five is 

obtained by passing the arm underneath the measuring drum. The cam 

plate can also be inclined vertically to give further adjustment of 

absolute error ard to make adjustment for. temperature variations. 

The range of. this fim adjustment is 100,, cim/m which corresponds to 

about +4 OC temperat-are error for the stainless steel wire used. 

To limit bending stresses in the coiled wire a 

multi-st=and cord is required, Th general the ratio of strand, diameter 

diameter should be 1/300 or less to obtain virtually infinite to bendin, - 

life. The 35 by O. Imm diameter stainless-steel cord is directed out 

, 
le'pulley. This a=ranoement'is designed for trilateration around a sirk,, 

measurement where the wi=e angle varies as it leaves the transducer. 

-For rectilinear use the arrangement can be simplified. 

The tensioning motor produces 2*Olc, -, tension in the 

wire and rotates throuCh 70 turns. The spring strip is 100= wide 

and Q. lmm thick stainle ss- steel 9 -'td. obtdin lo*., indrtid-. *. - 

The initially assembled unit must be cycled a 

number of times to work the wire into its stable form. The repeatibility 

of Digiwire II was found to be similar to the previous modelv there 

parent improvement by having a precision ground helix* . being no ap, 
6 

Backlash was found to be 4 Parts in 10 of extended wire, length*. 

Step =esponse-tests were made and it 17, ns verified 

that the transverse natural frequencies ware as predicted at various 

extensions and that larger stebs could to tolerated before the transverse 

vibration was excited than in the Digiwire unit. These units have 
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subsequently been used in closed-loop position control measuring in 

cartesian and trilateral-coo=dinatos. (section 5-1). The total inertia 

of this unit could be reduced at least fouxfold in subsequent models 

raisin, g the longitudinal frequency mode to 15Hz for a 10m span. 

la these units inemmental, 
, =adial gratinC xesolvezz 

are used to measuxe shaft rotation giving 20pOOO pulses per revolution 

which are counted by a bi-di=ectional counter displaying metre units 

directly. 

A f=the= expei-imantal model, Digiwire IIIp was 

constmucted to assess the possibilities of this technique for shorte= 

rar. ý-, e measurement. In. this modelf shown in ficure 4.7, a seven strandby 

-05=i. di=3t-"! n-IOss steel cord is stored and tensioned at 200gm on a 

75mm diameter dn= having 5 tuxrz placed as close as practicable. 

Pivot-type be=-ings support both shafts oaxrying the d= and constant- 

torque spring. A large diameter d= was used to reduce backlash 

and the cosim viindin&. errore The =esolution was found to be less th=- 

0.1/m, as predictedp The cosine error is + 3ýa m for the 1-5m range*' 

An optical lover using a position sensitive detector was used to ýcepeat 

=otlation position to within 0,5/, am of wire move-naent. Tests of 

ropeatibility ove3? one =evolution we=e made using a SIP ITU 412 3 

measuring machine and it was found that the wire unit could repeat to 
6 

I part in 10 sa. ' The-improved precision was attributed to closer 

temperature control and to the larger ratio of dnm to wire diameter 

/than had previously been used, This study proved the application 

of wire transducers to shorter length measurement, A 1,5m range 

unit havina . 0001in. resolutjoh pe. - pulse is currently under investigation 

for automated nu=erical controlled machine tool checking by a local 

machine tool manufacturer. In. this unit it has been decided that the 

control of inscale linearity and'absolute length is best achieved by 

electronic correction as a computer will be attached for processing the 
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mdre transduccr bacbccn ccloctod as it is cacily 

e,, tachcd to tho -cxicting machine table. 

The long berin stability of measurements made with continuouD 

wire transduccro has bocn studicd. Tho DigiwiArc I =iu has bocn 

w; cd to mcasurc the length between two datum pins mountod, on the 

12m tcst base. Over a period of the 6 months tectod to date the 

mcan values of groups of t,,., onty mcasur cmcntc made at intcrvalc during 

6. this pcriod has not varied morc than 5 parts in 10 . Somc 350 

full cycles of the units. wcre made during. those tests. 

It is not ourprising that good stability exists., -for the 

wire merely transfers a lincar intorval onto the drum mcacuring 

curfaco. It is thercforc, the Wirc di=, tcr that mu-t rcmaln ctablc /k 
and not itc lcnb-th or the applied absolute tension, during short 

inte-. Tal measurements. 

A further stability tcst of the ab. -olute Icnqth haz boen 

made using the Digiwirýo III unit. In this test, the lincar 

interval corresponding to one exact rotation of the measuring ftr=a 

has been recorded on the measuring machine. The absolute lc--gth varied 

about ri in 30C=m and this vas attributed to temperature variations 

during the two weck tcst period. 

As tho. 12m units have adjustable absolute longth it was 

necessary to decide upon some way of obtainingacalibrating s,. and---.. d. Z. I> 
To rcalisc tho full accuracy of 10 p. p. m. would hood a special 

installation, such as. a laser intcrforometor on a tompcraturc 

stable mcasuring machine or a goodetic-tapo base. A compro=ise is to 

use a standard or h lengt1to obtain sufficicnluly accurate placcmcnt 

of the coarce adjustment. 

Normal onc motro standardsare either line or end st-, ndards 

and a method of trc-mcfer is noodod. Wit'n wire dcviccs, mca:; urcmcnt 
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is direct bctwocn two mechanical locations so a 'pint standard is 

u, sc--blc. A Im normaliscd ztccl bar was mado and prccýsion 6-round. 

On this. two)10, -an, diancter, pin5 project., one bc., ing adjustable in 

position. The standard is shown in 2iguro /+. 8. The pih -, cparation 

was adju5tcd with rcfcrcnea to tho SIP MU 214 B measuring machine 

by stopping alonp, the. bar three times. Itb-ýAc--qjluh was cstablicha, d 

as 1.000007m. 

At each end a thin spring strip cnabloo. the bar to bo'h6ld 

withotit cauzing,, bending. To uce the bar, the vire end is fastened into 

the plate., shoim in the I Id., 'which, has a good clearance hole OVC3? 

the pin. The bar is butted to the,, transduccr and aligned to vithin 

cos4no error requirements. The interval can then be measured and 

the transducer adjusted until the correct 1m length ic indicated. 

The accuracy of thic, procedure is limited by unit resolution 

(10ýpm) to 2/100,000 but experience showed that repeatability was 

novor much bctter than about 5(ýUm due to electronic errors. It was 

verificd that the pin and holo repeatability jqas jqithin ýom, the 

wire tonsion removing backlach errors. 

of 

// 
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APPLICATIUNS OF TEN SIOITITM-ý5, OEII 

Tho fmidamentals of the design and construction of 

dimensional measuring transducers using tensioned vircs and cards 

have been outlined in the previous secý, -oion. A number of specific 

applications were. chosen at successive periods throughout the 

programe, the section being influenced by requirem m-ts discovered 

fro, m the study of the literature and industrial practice. 

The first sub-section reports the use of continuous 

transducers for closed-loop control of tj4o_=: js position. This 

ap, paratus demonstrates the automatic and manual capabilities of 

tensioned vires and the use of trilateration co-ordinate control 

of a cartesian co-ordinate manipulator. 

Sub-section 5.2 is concerned with n industrial application 

of de_, br=ation transducers., this being the measurement and manufacture 

of large circular rings or spigots. Only circularity vas measured 

as continuous wire transducers, circirif erence rolling vheels or 

stick micrometers could be used to measure diameter magnitude. 

The final sub-section reports the use of deffo=ation 

transducers to measure earth-strains. In order to investigate creep 

properties more precisely the writer requested that he be allowed to 

install some beam-balances and wires in the railway tunnel recently 

converted into a seismic station by the Department of Geodesy and 

Geophysico'of 6ambridge University. it vas learned that ouch an 

experiment could possibly detect seismic strain by an independeht method 

to their laser interferometer giving an independent set of geophysicUn 

mometers is gi en. As results. A brief review of current strain seis. 1V 
the installation wasmade only a fe*w weeks before compilation of this 

thesis the reported performance is restricted to 100 hr. duration records. 

A fourth application using deformation measurement uas made 

vhen testing the length Aanges 
of the 12m neasuring base. This is 

1> &2 
covered in the published paper describing this base(Section 3 and 

, I, T)pcndL-c 7-4) 
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5-1 Numerically-controlled Position usin,, rr trilateral coordinates 

In* mechanical. engineelir'C most measurements of two or more 

axis positions -, re made on a cartesian, coordinate basis. In this 

rectangU= method, location is defined by projectirkr,, pe=pendiculars f=om 

each axis to the point in question. Error in this procedure arises from 

the non-orthogonality of these projections with the respective axisp from 

non-oxtho, gonality of th6 reference axes'andf finally, from lack of 

straightness of the axes themselves. 

For small sizes, measurement devices have evolved around this 

principle*as the coordinates do not interact, Civing simple operation and 

it has been proven that, satisfactoxy elimination of errors, is practicable. 

The frame involved also''constrains the unwanted degrees of freedom. 

With the need for precision measurement and manufacture of 

increasingly larger size workpipicesi cartesian f=ame machines have grown 

with time, and tools with 20m traverses, are now commonplace in heavy 
I 

industi-j. To maintain the same relative accuracy as their snaller counter- 

parts, the frameworks must be disproportionately heavier to control sag 

of the members due to their own ýieight aid weight of the toolbox, and also 

to withstand negli, -: Lble deformation with workpiece w6ight. The cost 

rises sharply with size, Typical figures for a large milling machine have 

ýeen civen by Uzbach( 30 ) in which he quotes data for a 37m length machine. 

It weighs 600 tons, takes a 220 ton worlqpiece, sits on-a 2500 ton'. reinfo=ced 

concrete foundationt costs Z200tOOO or thereabouts and neeaecl about two 

years to, manufacture. Coolina a casting for such machines tdIces up to six 

months. The hi,, -, Ii cost results from: the necessity to obtain both roughiAS 

and precision performance from the same machine. 
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Study of the utility of large machine tools showed that actual 

machining t.,, Ices very little of the machine time associated with a componente 

The majority of the time was required for setting up the worIgiccop. 

allowing time for temperature equalization and for rigorous manual inspection 

of the critical cuts. In many cases the machine was used mainly for 

maricina out and for machinin,,,,, only relatively small areas at different 

locations on the workpiece. 

Reso=-ch of continuous subdivision tonsioned-wire, measuriag 

devices (Section 4) has shown that lencths to several hundred feet can 

be rapidly measured with accuracies of better than. 10 Parts in 10 
6 

This closely matches the =equi=ement of the best measu=ements boing'comp- 

0 
ar, &ble with inaccuracies caused by IC temperature uncertainty( which is 

the closest tole=ance maintained in industryý These transducerst not 

needing guidewaysv can realise the surveyors techniqua of trilateration, 

enabling a different approach to the measuring and mchining of large 

objects in mechanical engimee-ring and other disciplines. 

If 
. 
two, dimensional position is =equired, a base line of known, 

fixed length may be established relative to the plane from which all 

other positions will be uniquely defined by the distances from the point 

in question to the ends of the base line. For three dimensional position 

a base triangle is sufficient. For plane measurement, theroforev only the 

fixed. distance ýetween two points and two precise varying lengths are 

needed to define position compared with three pe=pendicularsv two precision 

, -,, 
straight lines and two precision vaxying lengths needed with cartesian, 

coordinates. As well as improved accuracy other benefits exist with 

t=ilateration. 

For measýaring-or machining large parts there is no need for a 

frame as the vio=lqýiece itself can support the two transducers and a s=ll 

machine' tool placed at each location in turn. This procedure aillo--. 7s insitu 

saves time delays of transportation and temperature ecjual, izlýg, 
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eliminates the need for a permanent massive workshop, allows more than 

one simultaneous precision machining operation on the sam. o workpiecet enables 

construction of precision lar, 3e objects for low capital outlay, previously 

only possible by those firms with large machine tools, enables a, new 

approach to construction of large objects as transport and available tools 

are not a consideration andp finally, the method is inherently more accurate 

and reliable as' members takiný.; cutting forces are not used for measurement? 

Continuous wire transducers lend themselves to form the variable 

sides of the t=iangle as they do not need guideways. A manual system 

using trilateral- techniques has previously been demonstrated by, the 

writer using a potentiometric tensioned-wire'method (2). In that 

demonstration the trilateral analogue signals were converted to their 

cartesian equivalents by an analogue computer in which accuracy was 

limited to about I part. in 4000. With the change to the Digiwire method 

(described in Section 4) the i: ýproved accuracy required some 100 fold more 

accurate computational reqýirements if the same procedure ýiere used. A 

simpler solution eliminating the interaction of trilateral signals has 

been do-veloped. A diagrannatic view of the system to be described is 

shown in Figure 5-1- 

In conventional cartesian position control the r.. ajnitude of a 

given coordinate is compared with the actual position producing an error 

si, Snal which directs the position servo. ( 31 ) Errors produced in this 

way with the trilateral leng-ths S 11 S2 in figure . 5.1, are not directlY 

"meaningful due to their interaction. Manual direction from one location 

to another is difficult and time consuming; automatic control is not 

feasible unless the inte=action'is removed and suitable signals produced 

to drive a manipulator. As most machine tools have cartesian axes the 

p. refer. red*transfo= should g-enerate cartesia-n error ý; ignals enablins '--i- 

lateral control to be used for component-supported (frameless) machining 

techniques with a small tool or for control of exasting machine tools where 
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improved accuracy or position readout is needed as retrofit. 

Two alternatives may be used to produce useful error sicnals. 

The first procedure would be to convert the SV S2P lengths into the 

cartesian equivalents using a special purpose on-line digital comlutor p 

this beiný; similar to the analogue method mentioned above (2) WhOZO 

the necessary expressions were developed, These equivalents can then be 

used in the normal mannetp if cartesian demanded information is Civen" 

The computer would need at least 6 decade capability implying high cost 

and relatively slow computational speed for each coordinate. 

A less expensive solution is to transform the error sienals 
I 

(derived from the trilateral actual and demanded lengths of Sly S2 .) 

into cartes4Aan equivalents. If necessary, the demanded lengths May be 

precalculated from cartesian coordinate drawings at the drafting stage 

usiA3 a preprogremmed desk calculator. A transformation is now described. 

If the two transducer/locations on the-ends of the base-line 

are considered as foci, curves of constant sum ofS1 and S2 are ellipses 

about these foci and curves of constant difference between S1 and S2 axe 

hyperbolae. A normalized set'of such curves is dxawn in Fic=0.5.2 in 

vihich sum and difference curves are equally spaced at 0.1 base length 

increments. The important feature is that the sum and difference curves 

intersect at xight angles giving a pseudo-c=-tesian system. Movements 

may, therefore, be exm. ressed in sum and differences of, the SP S2 lengths. 

For, example, if the initial position is at Ply a move to P2 requires 

an inc rease in the smm of. S l' and S2 of 0.3 units and an increase in the 

difference of the two of 0.2 units. 

A suitable procedure, therefore, to ma-ke trilateral sionals 

useable, is to form the sum and difference of the trilateral erroE S-46=11s 

and use these to direct a cartesian-manipulator which is placed with its 

axes coincident with those of the transform. 

A number of other characteristics may be seen with this ma-. PP-411C. 
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Firstlyt t2? aiL-: Co=cl signal magnitudes represent about 60% of the actual 

cartesian errors enabling the magnitude. of error signal, - to be esti. matod. 

It can also-be seen that sensitivity of the xty axes depend on position 

in the useable field. S= increments are relatively constant whereas 

difference : Lnc=emonts vary by a factor of two. Areas where the exceeds A 

a magnitude of 0.9 and where the is less than 1.1 should be 

avoided. If a direct path is desired betucen two points the feed rate 

of the clifferenC'C signal (y by the convent-ion used) should be varied 

relative to that of the x signaltdependina, upon manipulator position. 

The degree of rotation of the cartesian frame can be estimated. The 

rotation can ba achieved by physically turning the axes orv if this is not 

possible, by effectively rotating it by gain chariges of the x and y 

signals. Accuracy is not important in this proced=e as measurements axe 

within the control-loop. No meas'uxemontdaremade with the cartesian 

axes. It can also be seen that: iýhe linearity of a given maZnitudo path 

length improves with increase in the base length for the transformed Isquares' 

become physically larger whilst retaining, the same geometrical shape# 

This implies that' larger steps can be tolerated with týn same sagita, 

error (produced by inherent curvature of the* transform) if a given size 

part is made with the largest scale base-line possible. A compromise# 

must be made however, between this improvement and the allo,,, Table inaccux-acy 

of len, -th measurements. (The Digivriro units have been shown to have 

repeatibility limited by the replacement e--. ror of the vrize onto the d--um* 

, This is proportional to the'lenath of wire movin, 3 on the d=um durirZ 

moas=oments and is not dependant upon ox-tonded-wire magnitude. ) The 

, haded aree, shown in Figure 5, pt has been directly plotted using the 

equipment described below. Straightness of the outer difference lines of 

the squ=-e was found to be 0.611'o' 'ahd abbuýý-. Mo/. ', . for the sum 1Lles, 

.. Tho founclations for the roalisation of a two-aýs'positionirZ 

system using trilateralmdasurement have been established above, To 
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investigate and verify'ihe principles a closed-l'oop control system, capable 

I of rapid positionin, - within an area 15 by 10m has been constructed using 

two 12ral linoaxizedt Digivii-re units to measure position of a small Cenera-I 

p=pose manipulator, A machine tool application was chosen as this 

represents the most demanding need for accuracy. The technique is obviously 

applicable to othez disciplines, where position control is needed. The 

remainder of this section describes this system. 

A photograph of the complete system is given in Figure 5. k3. 

this. demonstration assembly a lm base-line is mounted on one end of a frame 

which simulates a large work piece, The manipulator is fastened at the 

other end with its axes roughly aligned with the transform 0_%es. ý The wiresp 

pulled out from the two Digiwixe II units, are attached to laxge-boxe 

ball bearings which effdctiv-,,, Jy project the wires so that they intersect 
i 

at the true aPox point of the trian, 910. The tool centre, thereforo, 

coincides with the triangle apex'if mount-cd concentricallY in the-bore* 

Vertical nover-ent, not shown in this photozraph, would be a-, an, -, ed to MOVIS 

through the bo3? e,, Actual position of mounting the apex point onto the 

manipulator is not critical provided it moves in the plane of the wires*Q- 

As the investig 
, ation was concerned with closed-loop operation 

of wire transducers and. the use of trilateral techniques, it was imperat Uve 

that the manipulator characteristics did not deteriorate the overall-loop 

performance. A cantilever, a= manipulator was constructed using high 

performance coml,, onentso , 
An illustration is shown in Fi6n=e 51,4. The 

. 600= long cantilever boom and its moviný; tool box mount are carriod on 

1.25in diametex- ball *bush slides, Fxiction is negli, 3ible with this method, 

a desir/able. feat=e in a closed loop system. Axis movements are by 

precision recirculating ball screws p=eloaded to remove non-linear. baclucash 

which might lead to instability. Stiffness of the screw assembly nee(I 

not be i. mprovod by preloading as they axe not used for =3asurement. The 

screws are directly driven by 150 watt printed armature motors (25 ) 
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cach d=-, vin, - a coupled tachometer foz d=pina and fced-raýa control. Tho 

unit was designed to give axial thzusts of 30X9. 

Friction to=ques of the be=in, -s carryina the wire-ends cause 

V '-he wires to deviate from the ideal lines joining the apex to the baseline 

ends. The effective Iongth between the bore contra and the wire connoction 

point decides the degree to which this cosine error is controlled as a 

restoring transverse component is produced, by the wire tension# The 

two transducers axe mounted at the same elevations as the bearings. The 

lightest availa-bleý large borel bearings have been used but their capacity 

greatly exceeds tho 41CO inn tension exerted by both wires, Incremental 

pulse outputs from the transducers are counted by the bi-directional counters 

shown at the top of the electronics console (Figure 5.15). The two analogue 

d. c. servo =-Plifiers and'summing points arc mounted below the counte-re' 

Heat sinks for the power stages are at the rear. Using tachometer feedback 

the feedrate of the axes is controllable from 1-200i. p. m. Adjustment for 

servo gain and velocity feedback is provided, On this panel can'be seen 

two meters which display transformed error signal magnitude, These 

enable the ope, =at6=-. to direct the cartesian controls toward the desired 

location. The above electronics are of conventional detign and need no 

further explanationo Power requirements axe supplied from lead acid cells#' 

The, romainder of the electronics have been specifically designed for this 

application and differ somewhat from normal numerical control philosophy 

as the tranz-formation is necessary. 

In conventional analogue motor drive systems the digital error 

-signals, derived by subtraction of the demand d and actual coordinates 

are converted to analogue fo=i in a digital to analogue converter( 31 

Sat=ation of the erro= signal can occur for relatively small e: c--o-- 

magnitudes., v4lowinG simplification of the converter as the more 

significant decades need only be interp=eted as zero or otherwiseo In 

trilateration it was shown above that a transfo-mationis needed to produce 
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f. e fectively ca=tesian error signals. This transform was to produco the 

sum and difference from the two o=ir,? inal orrors. As error magnitudes 

may be as large as a full scale displacementf the sum and difference 

must be calculated before any saturation is allowed. To produce a 

truly linear s= and difference of'sLc or more decade magnitude numbersy 

digital methods would have to be used. Then seems to be little point in 

doing thiq as this transformation produces a non-linea-- path. A more 

economic solution has been developed which performs the transformation 

with anologue elements. - 

A schemat-Jo b. look diagram of tlýe electronics, - is. Civen in Fibg=e 51,6& 

Each counter consists of six decades sto--Jrkv, instantaneous digital error 

ma, 3nitude and a sign unit. The four binary outputs of each decade units 

(1-2-4-8- codo) switch -reed relaysp each having two no=, qlly-open contacts. 

Theýeconnect bin=-y weighted resistors to a common stabilized voltage 

. supply givinC a current summation as tl-a equivalent anologue error. The 
I 

sense of the sign units decides the applied =eference voltaZe pola=ity. 

This much is raor., or less as found in oonventional converters of this type, 

the exception is that all binary states drive relays. By connecting 

the two converters resistances to a common output, the sum and difference 

of the two numbers is produced directly. Identical sets of =e'sisto=s axe 

used for each functicnj-the voltage pol-a=ity bei4-,, chosen'app=opriately. 

The common outputs are conaected to an integrated circuit operatio-=ýl 

amplifier corrected for summation. Stability of d. c, analogue circuits 

, 
and tolerances of comp. onants only allow conversion to about 0.1ý,, - As 

linear control is not necessary for any but the lower error signal 

magnitudes a technique of non-'line= selection is used. Above the'low= 

three decadest where linear conversion is made, decades axe treated in 

p&i. rs. For eachý simil= position7 docade pairthe sum and difference 

is produced using =itched resistors (which need only 2ýo tolerances). 

The sum and difference oLitputs are then qumti. *6. --d with schmill dt 

into zero for zero outputsl maximum positive for any degree of loositive 
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error and maximum negative for any degree of negative error. High= 

significant decades are identical, Logic is provided to test. the prozonoc 

of a zero from these units and progressively switch to lovior significant 

pairs in search for an error untd, finally, the linear converter is 

selected. Outputs of t he converter drive the x and y power amplifiers 

c)f - the motors. and axe displayed on the'meters giving cartesian errors 

for manual obs=vation. 

"lit LIh this system initial orrors C=eate- than the capacity 

of the linear units will saturate the dxivo giving maxirý= feedrata which 

reduces the error until. the linear. operation rcgime*. ib, cntejced7.. For large 

initial errors on both axes, the path will start at 45 0 (equal x, y 

saturated feed rates) moving until one of the error signals becomes 

zero where the path chanCes following the sum or difference curve equal 

to zero. A more direct path would be achieved if the x and y feedrates 

were, maintained in constant proportion&, 

With 10m extended vrire lengths some =eduction in loopgaLn ras 

found necessary to prevent oscillation due to the ti=-sverrse, wiTe vib-Aation. 

The system was able to position from the maximum translation rate (150#m) 

directly, without recourse to non-linea= speed reduction. Positional error 

for rated axial, thrust was less than 1/100,000 of the range. For shorter 

lengths) such as shown in'Fig=e 5.3p the response could be improved as 

higher Cain was possible, Stability limitation at wire extensions oý ý" ln 

was found to be produced by the uncompensated servo desiCn'and not by the 

transducer perfo=mance. Typiodl. -Etep j6ýpoiise, has approximately two cycles 

,,, of overshoot. With reduced feedrate, as would Ir. the case in continuous 

control, the p-ositional erxorý is The sane apparatus c be used 

Wo demonstrate Cartesian control by holdixig the error on one exis at, zero. 

This investigation has shown that wire transducers can be 

satisfactorily used for rapid control of., position over areas from 

millimetres to many metres -4n size. it has also shown that 
b trilateral 
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coordinate meaaurementt realised in this case with wire transducers) can 

be used to control a cartesian manipulating system without the ne-Od of 

an on-linle computer) provided input tape demanded positions were in 

trilateral form. The coýt of the more complex digital to analogue 

converter is higher than a conventional system but the small increaso is 

more than offset by the savings of the trilateral procedure. A complete 

system for machining areas up to tens of metres in range with jia-borinc 

accuracy would cost little more than the control electronics alone of a 

large =crically controlled tool, ' Capital savings resulting from the 

use of francless techniques could in many cases be as high as C200fOOO# 

'"With savings of this magnitude the use of an on-line digital computer for 

absolute conversion of trilateral'. 1engths.. -to cartesian form is easily 

justified as are auxiliary servos 8 to control the unwanted 

degrees of freedom. 

41 
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5.2 loundnog-gs noasurcraorrt with a tonsioned-wi-ce transcluccT. 

Circular -surfaces axe usually machined o: ý mea. -u. -od by rotatiaý: 

the vroi2lq)iece on a turntaýble. Tho altornativo is to rotate tho machinixvj 

haad2 kcapiiý,; the wo=lTicce ctatiamry. In both cases hiCh f stiffnc. -jo 

is essontial as dinension control relics on the fr=c momber-s which a--a 

also pa:: t of the rnachining force-loop. 

Fo-L small sizes adequato rigidity is rolativoly inc. -c-ponsive 

to achieve, the ohly part neoding c-=oful attention beir. C; the boariAg 

system Upon which tho woxýktablo or woillc --= rotates. As dimonsion inc=caccs 

tion the frCmes become more difficult to stiffen. In the previous sub-sect- 

a mothod was described for positionino an objoct, reoi-rdlcsc of size, wil-, hout 

the need fox a measure-mont franeworl., of hi0h p-recision. ' That application 

used the subdivMna-l type of wiro tr=dducer. This sab-r, -cc'l, -, on =c-por"Is 

another fr=-, eloss technicpao' for the manufacture tnd ins-pec-Ition of largo 

circula2- sectiohs of v., orllgicccs. TIIiis application maIcoý u., so of Ithe 

cia-fo=, altion- type . of wire, transducar. 

ýl A semi-finished, 2.3m di=ctcro tbo. per beanring rina mis Icindly 

loaned by British Timken at the r6quest of 'the writer. This was used to 

simulate a large circulaZ sj)iGot. This type of rino was chcmn. for 'his 

invasti, aation as it', was relatively easy to tlrarisjpo: ýt and suitable in 

size for tho available laboratory space. The mothodt however, a- ýpoars 

suill-ed for circular moas=omont of di=-eter to a hundrod motres or Moro. 

Adjustable suD,, :: -ss free. 
. ports enabled the -in, 3 to bo hold plan and st c 

.. 'i A rhoto., raph of the complete equipmont is Given in ' C; Uxe 5.2.1 

rCe GorinS ton, _io, -4 r The central tri-pod carries a: const=-t-fo .0 Unik, 

frocly rota, -irl, 3 tura'a -. Atk, t -ho is n-va- on blo achc(l to t- transducol 

wire r=ainC; to the electrically-drive. -I ccxriaSýe which =ovas tlie 

a=ound the xirý3. Closer detail of the cer. 1--ral equipmont is, :; av., r. in 
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fi, ]ý=c 5.2.2. 

Tho -. Aam iss tonsionod at lk., r,, boina tlken from tho undc=side of 'Uhc 
J- 

tcnsioni., ý,, shaft to reduce eccentxicity errors pamducod if the =: is, of 

'ro"lation is not parpendiculax to the plane of the rin, -. A Tosa electronic 

probc (GI'10ý meac-Uras the movement of the tensioning anm produced by 

chanjcs ir. the radial len,:; th between the t=ntable and the innor surface 

of the o: irZ. To reduce the sonsitivity the proba is placed halfv. ray nloný; the 

The t=ntable is rotated by the follower arn ..,, hich produces a 

momont ovarcorugg the fri. ctiona-l fd--ces of the turntable be=ings. r. "he 

length of tho arzi was chosen to ensure 4. -hat the deflectcd lcný-; th 

'and the ideal strairght lenaht are within allowable tolerances. 

Figure 5.2-3. shovis the carricZo in more det-cil. An electric 

mol, or drives the ball-bearin, 3 supportod-f=a-ma, throlý, 3h a roduct-lon cc=- 

box to a steel drive wheel mountod on the output shaft. Visolute 

are ussed to force the wheel into con-, '. act vrith the xriný-,;. Coupled to -Lla,: ý 

wheel sh--f-b is a multi-turn, potentiometer which provides a --positional sil-, nall 

for rccordin, - purposes. 

Horizontal stiifness was 2 for the central' t-- , ý'i--)od but only 

20gAnVkC for the riag mountirig arx-aliScraent. The riný; will ovantually be 

-; -ete to obtain a more I: ealistic si=, 11_, tio of a t3, supported on co. = 

com-00--iont. 

L T-r=Sduccr P ecSiOn Was tested by doflectizi, 3, the ar-cl of the fo-i 

ann' Cýbout a milli-metre and roleasing it. Repeatoibili-16, y w,. -s four,, A- to 

bewoll within 1 m. Viscous daikpinC- was -added botwoon tho- tu:, -atable and, 

the mount to condition -he rot-=y oscillation off. the =asuriiaý3 unit. 

Fic=c 5,2.4 (a) (b) show '. he -,,.: ith the ad, lod dozroin,: ý. The 

natural freoucncy was about 5hz. Th-i lonCitudinal resonant f--, cqucncy 
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of the taýanýýducor with the vazo Used was Imown to be well albovo 50hz. bain,,, 

a dDzivad so=cc of tension. Damping was found 'to be co-sont-In-1 

as ron-un. lfo= velocity of the carziaCe excitod tho follo-ainý; vibration 

modc. 

Cu, rve (c) is an actual plotted =cord of rina ourvaturc. Tlwo c=vec 

woro tc0con in the sane, direction of =ovemcnt and aro socn to ropoat within 

m( zad-aaus is0.9m. Curve-, recorded for the op: =itc dircct4dn Of 

mo-, roment wore displaced -at time as moh as ? ýj m. This may have boon due to the 

anj, ular la,, 3 of the follower produced by the viscous dampina fo:? co or may have 

"e2ior open- been clue to cazziaco Positional varliations upon the riria. InL 

loon speed control of the carriage prevented testing with tXavorso speeds 

below 3r. /min which miaht have iraprovcd the rep. -atibity for the two directiohs 

of travel. The cixi-ve noods. careful Jn'VCrPZet, -L'L, ion as cyclis sine pzrors 

are producod by the turntable not boina contxý,,. l and by its anis not b6irZ 

perpendicular to the planc of the 

Curve (d) is a raco-i-d takenover 0.5m of rinS, cim-cumfoience with the 

radial dimensional sensitivity increased. Noise on the curve is of 2m ý4 

a, mplituclc and was attributed to vilbz. tion of the Zirlr On . "LL-S s-Lmports and I 

to follower transients. Electrical noise was leas than 0.0ývm in aziplituac. 

During the trava., - V-. Thi s so the followor was deflactod to observe the rasýponsn 

is indicated on the curve. 

Due to the priority bainý; given to the application discussed in the 

folloviing si; Ob-section2 the vorl-. had not procceded as far -as %, as onvisaced a, " 

the tire of writing. However, a rumbor of facets of this me- . 1h6d have been 

dcrion3t-ratod showing it to be practiczýljle =d capable of hiC; h -racis-on. 

llaviný,,, alcoady shown that opoiLop ho. -sum-ament is possible it is self evi. -: '-. rt 

that -a ClOcccl IOOP-SY Stcmýcould baý coa2týucted to autonlatic--lly macha-lo t1ha. 
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To I-educe the. sattil"Z; UP time nceded to onsuro that "L; ha turn-L. ble 

axis is co. --, a? cctly placed a second -'ucns, -OnOcl 
A= tranoducor couid be uz; cd 

which lis rio-Luated abOvO the ona alroady ins-'ýIall(ad -A porfoct ', )I=o circle 

iis dofi. ned whon both wixes -, -ýAaia fi. -: cd ler4ths aith com, ý)Ictc : cot--tion. 

Central control of the turntable is less importunt. a. - this could be 

allo, wed fo= in, a r, -; -iner similar to that alre, -,. dy used in colid frame roundness 

ncasuxriný.; rrchines. 

it has -also been shown -, ', ha-'L. the e. --, ro2? of the wire -mcasurLia syston 

is unlikely to limit the methods porfo=iance for it is considorbly le3c than 

L, -'-he error of the turntable bearin, 2ý cassembly -and the runout of the boarinj 

ussed to ý; nmcc the surface of the rinC. These Lre fixed nmý3nitude =? ors 

and are inclopondlent. of the di=cUer beina ricastxod. 

Moasu-e, aont of absolute, di=ctc= has not b-on inoluded as Imovin 

unathods, '11. 'Ou instancep rolling icontact whools, stick micromt. ýa: s and the 

Digivdra imit describcad in section 4, can adequately pezflOrm this funct. Lon. 

The former method seems ideally su". ted to this application. 

rl 
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5.3 Scir-mic Strain Mertsurement with Tensioned 1,7, iros. 

From the theoretical study of the detection limit of 

tensioned-wire deformation transducers it was realised that relative 
10 

movements of 10 could be detected using a simple boam-balance 

tensioning a 10m length of i dre. From e%-perimental results obt- nod 

when testing the long'term stability of the 12m measuring base it 

was established that creep and secular movements of the wire cand 

measuring system were certainly less than 1077 over a period of 

500 hrs. These two cor.; ýiderations led to a further series of 

experiments in a location where temperature variation and 

seismic noise were of lower magnitude. 

A previous study of laser interferometer applications 

had shown that an ex-, periment designed to measur-' earth strains was 

under construction by the Department of Ueodesy and Geophysics of 

the University of Cambridge, using the IT. P. L. developed interferometer. 

Dr., Davies, 'who heads the project,, was contacted and it was learned 

that the tensio. ned wire e::: tensometer might be a useful instmment 

for sei=ology if sx. isfactory performance resulted. A study i,., as 

made of seismic-5train meters and a brief review is now given as 

background. 

Seiaaologyý the study of earth movara-ents, has towo min. 

objectives., these being to collect data about earthquakles for predictive 

reasons and,, secondly, the tremors caused by earthquakes and large 

c-, -. plosions cause oscillations of the earth which enable 'I'Mo wledge 

of its structure to be investigated. 

Two basic forms of ýinstrument are used. The first, and 

moet, general, is the inertial device in which a suspended mass moves 

relative to the earth during relatively-rapid earthMoVemOnts. These 
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arc basically simple and goncrally inexpensive but tboy respond 

only to movements over periods of seconds, are responsivo to tilt 

ving, strain conditions in the variations, and cannot detect chan,... 

earth. Reco---ds from these, however, enable the origin of the 

earth to be established and also yield timing information 

about the resultant wave propoZation. 

The second type of instrument that has been, adopted 

(but on a lesser basis due to their high cost and lengthly tin-e 

required to . brino them into service)'is the citencometer Or $train- 

seismometer by which chatges in the earth len,,. ý, th of typically 10M 

intervals or more are monitored. Movements e: dst continuously due 

to microseisms and solid tides of the earth! s crust produced by 

the gravitational pull, of the moon and suan varying the ahope 

of the earth. Tidal magnitudes have typically 1 to 5 1078 relative 

amplitudes vith a 12 hour period. ' Strain meters have lono- period 

performance with stabilities' 
ýOf 2.0-7 or bctter per annim and resolve 

movements of 10-10 or*smaller. With strain'meters the installation 

location largely 'det6rmines the performanc6 which depeads upoi. ý the 

microseism level, barometer pressure stability and temperature 

stability. 

The first high-gain strain meter installation was due to 

Benioff vho. built a fused-quartz instrument from which sinilanr 

instrun. ionts now bear his name. This- instrum, ent, 'built about 1930 

(32), consisted of two large diameter steel tifbe piers cemented 

into bedrock. A quartz tube, about 50rim diameter and cemented 

too-other fron, sections to obtain 2Ch length, was supported horizontallY 

with wire slim-s. One 'end of the -tube vas fastened to the pier 0 

and the gap at the other end was monitored with an electric--I 

output, velocity t. ranýducer. 
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More recent install-7Ltions of this fo= have been reported 

by Benioff in 1959 (33). Major et alia in 1964 (34) and by Blayney 

and GiLman in 1965 (35). Major also reported a vertical model 

in the paper. Blayney'and Gi2-, nan claim, I-portability' as they 

have used flexure pivot supports for the quartz standard instead 

of sL-Ligs from above. Lengths up to 200 feet have been built (31, ) 

and readout is now generally as displacement using differential. 

capac-Ito. transducers or ixrterferometer techniques. The 

instr= ents ai-e typically located in horizontal tunnels or mines 

pla. -ed well down in the ground., to obtain good to. mperature 

stabilitý (O. OloG is desirable) and to avoid surface effects such y 

as grou-nd heating and -man-macle vibrations. 

Othe. 7 nechanical methodz have been reported. Sasaa et alia 

(36) constructed a method in iihich a geodetic CurvUinI3 invar Iýire 

of 1.65mrp diameter was hung botween two horizontal supportsý 25m 

apart. A 350gm weight was siýpported in the centre and its vertical 

movaments recorded. In this method the reference position is the 

bedrocli, in the centre of the span. For accurate resultc; no-betding 

of the rock can be tolerated. This method is similar to the 

wire used to check geodetic compareitor length stability in vhich case 

no central weight isýused. 11. does have-the advantage of cheapness 

and simplicity of installation. 

With the development of the coherent laser source the 

current trent is to use long-length interferometers for strain 

measurements. The long arm, path is usually enclosed or evacuated 

to climinate barometer and temperature effects (37-21.0). It is 

still necessary to have a deep installation, however, if local 

surface effects are to be eliminated. Advantages claimed for the 

interferon, oter are that' very long paths (up to a Idlometre is (40) 

realistic) can be used and better long term stability -, s possible. 
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Bender reviowed. the use of lasers for this application in 

10,67 (18) where he also reports the intended construction of 

longer length Benioff instruments. The, cost and lack of portability 

I factors, of laser methods would appear to offer no advantages 

over Benioff gau--cs. 

This brief review shows that a cheap and rapidly 

commissioned method has yet to be realised. The tensioned 'wire 

mothod may be the answer, for the perforn, ance, describedl below,, seems 

comparable with Benioff instruments . The device can be installed 

in a matter of hours (as only two end fastenings are needed), can 

be temperature compensated by using dual wires having different 

temperature coefficient of expansions, requires bore-hold tube 

magnitudes instead of tunnelsin the earth's crust, and is low 

in cost as large colix,,, e production equipment! -has been used where 

-possible. One advarrtuage., realised and now being studied by 

R. Bilham of the Department of Geodesy at Canbridge University, 

is that bore-holos) which are numerous, can-be us-ed if re-mote 3 

controlled expanding c1sanps c= be developed. 

The remainder of this section describes the equipments 

made in the Cambridge University seismic station at (ýueensbury in 

Yorks'llaire. A disused railway tunnel aboirt- 3-01cm long has been 
Ij 

rented. The ends have been walled in and in the tunnel centre a 

100m length is enclosed with draught screens across the tunnell. 

The entrance to the tunnel is shown'in Figure 5 . 3-1. It is abou, -, 

12m wide and 10t high in the centre. Overburden is said to about 

ICO. m at the central working location. The vertical valls are of 

stone construction'with bricks used for the uppcr vaulting. in the 4. D 

past-few months a 55m interferometer$ running entirely in vadul. -n 
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retained in an aluminium tube, has been inotalled by the Department 

of Geodesy s-'waff.. As temperature does not Critically affect their 

apparatus no scrious tenmperature neasumments had been madc. The 

interforometer bad not been operated s, --tisfactorily to give useful 

strain records at the time of writing. Pormission was given by 

Dr. Davies for a wire instr=, ent to be installed at the end of 
their interforometer, ac choin, in Figure 5.3.2. 

As mtch vas unimown it mas decided to nodify the 

. simplified balances,, mmado for cree-p testing (FigUre 4-4) instc, )d 

of building impýoved. 6esigns. From exTerience gained on the 

mcasuring base, clamped, i. e., ztressed joints, in a measuring 

systen had not, been found to be a source of instability. it was, 

therefore, decided to mcuat theýbal-ancez on the stone wall using 

expanding. 5/16in. di=eter, bolts. Previous workers have st -ructural 

cement or adhesives and requ='cdlong period to stabillse. Three 

balances were mounted on a normaiised steel plate as ShOmm in. " 

Figure 5.. 3. 
_3. 

A, three point support is used and there is about 

20mm clearance from the wall at the rear. In'this figure the lover 

balance only is sct up with a 0.9r-m diameter invar .., ire. The other 

balances were sub scquently, used for a QJEýmm invar wire in the 

centre and a carbon-fibrie'rovingl cord at the top. A similar 

plate is used at the other end to hold the wire ends. No covers 

were used during experiments but these -t.., ould be advantageous. The 

linear differential voltage transformer probe headc (Tesa GT 2.0) 

have ball bearing ends contacting the balance arms and measure 
in-line vith the vire -, to reduce beain,,,,, L -xis -- errors. High son-siti,; 4-ty 
(ýum f. s. d.. - GH 22) ele btronic ur-its were used for t-hese c. -mcriments. 
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Quoted stability porresponds to no greater than 10 ýq 
relative 

length chan3-- in 6 months. Hine thermistor probes wcre used to 

I 
rcc6rd mcan 1-cripmratur, e along the lCh span. The cquipmcnt, used 

to continuou'sly record data is given in Figure 5-3-4- An X-Y 
Plotter was used to record the bal"ance povemcntc over periods of 

several minutes onablinp,; rapid assessment of secular drift and 

creep rates. as the sensitivity of the plotting machine was come 

103 greater than the c1hopper ba37 instrument used for long to= 

recording, The equipmcilt took 2 hours to install and was placed 

in operation 6n 30th April 1969. 

The ird-lUal drift ratte was about 1078/hr. which c=bled 

a tidal curve to be obtained during the first 12 hours of operation. 

Ilovernent was indicated as base lengthening, prestmably due to wall Qj 
movernents of the bolted'plates as tests mith the =e batch of 

invar mire had sho-m immediate 
I 
I, Cr-8 stability over several woo'-cs 

was normally obtadned. 

Tests mere made of the system resolution and short-term 

repeatability using the graph plotter. Fligure 5.3.5 is a copy 

of a plot obtained : Ln výich several factors were est--bl I shed. The 

recorded noise levelwas found to be equivalent to a relative strain 

of 5 10-11 or less and it 1,,, as 
. 
established th--t this vas similar in 

ma, gnitude to a ela--, -, red gauge he-ad electrical output i dicatinn- 

then Ceismic noise is probably 10ý--12 or less. The support plate 

ms d6flected in ward and outward by hand to choolk the repeatability. 

9tiction., af about 5 lClO is evide-nt. However ov e. ts induced ri em n 

by heating the wire wit ha bare hand shows no stiction. It vould 

, appear that for very small. movementB the pivots move as a solid 

elastic mount -and begin to roll as the marnitude increases givine, 

. biction effect. 
ýt 

is-cloar, howover, that for such exactLig 
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application fle: mro pivots appo--r more reliable and prociCe. (A 

flc=e pivot balance is i-, ndor construction). This curve r-loo 

an, ables the mounting platue stiffness to be ostimatod as ICOIc*m 

showing that rebasing a vire in other units has negl I Eible effect. 

A longer term test vus'then made to ascertain long term drift 

rate. As the sta-ý-O-' ' vus u=anned the Emnsitivity vas s et low to 

avoid lo/sing the record. The results shoved, in fact, that 

maxir., ium sonsitiVity could have been used as. it was found that 

appa 
. 
rent lengthening of the wall was no greater than 10-8 ovor 

the 150 hour test. Both invar wires were stable to this value 

but the carbon fibre contiziued to mtent at 10-8/hr. 

A 36 hour test vas then made using- sensitivity w 
(100--m of chart. perýam of mire movement) available from the 

recordcr. The results of thic, test have been cummarised in 

F3. gure 5.3.6. 

C,, =v6 (a) is -lf= the Iarger invar vire and vas only 

valid during the la-st 12 hours as it vas fou: nd the bal=-ce vas 

initially binding upon the gauge head. Once set correctly it did 

support the results obtained from the 0.3S= vire given in (b), 

These clearly show cyclic variations of 12 hour period, presmably 

solid tides of the e arth having magmitude of 1.2 1078, a, -Teeing 

with the anplitude of the record published by Benioff (33) but 
8 

, sraller than tihe 5 107 usually quoted. The e,, on6 wall may*no'. 

be transait -ting the full e2astic moveraent of the rock. Secular 

drift of the measurement is difficult, to assess, from such a short 

record, but io certainly within'alfew parts in 10-8. Curve (c) 

is the temperature record shoving variatio. 'j of , bout +. ()20C -V:., Itll 

an aD arent rise in mean of. 0.010C. The Previous 5 day tests, p 
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however., ghoved that the mean temperature remained within -. 
02 0C 

over that period. A temperature transient vas produced at 22.00 hour 

Vhcn adjusting the equipment. This enabled t"he tomperaturo 

coefficient, of, tho annealed 0.38=, a invar viro to be estimated at 

-bout 
ý: _0.2 p. p. m/OC.. The temperature 'vas nominally 160C and relative 

humidity about 8Qj'j'. Short term fluctuations in temperature were 

produced bythe varYing heat outpub from the adjacent vacuum ptLnp) 

by the varying temperature of a drainage culvert running under the 
C. 1 

tunnel floor and by gentle vinds that move through the tunnel. 

Curves (d) and (e) give the original records of . 38=,,; iro and 

t emperature, re sp , cctivelyfor a 12 hour ýeriod. The time- 

multiplo-xing sca. =, ing switch added noise to the curves an%, '. electrical 

noise equivalent to +. O]? C vas attributed to the thermometer 

ampl-i-Pier by a separate experiment in uhich input conditions were 

hold constant. Longer records are now being produced using the. 

ma: dmra recording sensitivity of 10-9 per mm of chart. Records 

ob-Itained without multiple,: dng are considerably zn, oother and a 

cecond recorder has been added to plot the 1=-ger wire-unit output. 

Even in this comparatively short test period the need for, 
. 

corrosive free components has been made evident and as the balances 

have plain steel pivots the life -will not be long. UThere the 'soot 

from the tunnel has contaminated the invar wire serious corrosion. 

has rerýulted vith, in days. Extreme care is needed in this particular 

location. 

A number of factors have been demonstratted by this 

equipment. The first is that tensioned wires are capable of 

similar meaouremeirtu performýnce as solid-standard e: densometers 

and have tbe advaxtage of cheapness) simpli city in '*he vhole ahd Cý 

are only coupled to the two raeasuremexits points. The bal-. nce 
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design can be : Unproved by using more suitable pivots, such as 

fleý, -. ure strips. By the use of a larger radius arm and 3, lrgcr span 

leng, ths (100in is practicable) sensitivities can be furtho. - increased 

if needed. The'system cost is probably less than inertial W-cismometers 
bub 'the need for a good location remains. It has been demonstrated 

that stressed joints in the rock (not previously used in this field) 

for mounting locations allow the aystem to be installed in hours 

and be useablo almost Lmm. ediately'at- tidal sensitivities. long 

term performance of the gaugj-ng system is assured by using an 

eetablJzhed equiyment. The tests were still not able, as yet, ---'Uo 

show that the invar vidres used have any greater than 1078 relative. 

creep and as the wall itself may be. changing length (o. - the rock 

beneath) it is tmlikelý that creep will be measurable. Kilrfired 

bric1c valls are known to increase in lcngth at about 4 Parts Per, 

million per annum (41Y. 

This method has some disad-vrantages. The most serious, may 

be that violent movemen-lus2-such as those caused near the epicentre 

of an earthqualte, Will. produce large tension transients in 

the wire due to the high inertia of absolute balances (Section 

This will probably give rise to shift in strain dte to. mechanical 

hysteresis making measurement of residual strains uncertvin. 

This may be reduced by using large wires e, low tenoions, usin, - 

low hYsteresis wires, (if suitable materials e: dst) and probably 

by the use of spring. balances'if their stability is adequate. 

Temperature effects may be reduced by compensation with special 

compounded u-Ires or parallel units (Section /Q. Barometric 

pressure variations als6 effect the equipment. Benioff (33) 

has s1hown that this error depends upon the buLc modu: bus oo pressure 

error magnitudes should becmjaiýbic with solid cuartz tubes. 
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Gravitation2l ebanges are also important as, these change -the cetenary 

shape and the balance weight. The former is independent of 

gravity vith absolute balances fo- the sag error term is propo on rti al 

o IV t -he tehsio-n/weight per unit lenZybuh ratio. Gravitational ch=-gcs, 

howover) vill alter the tonsion. Typical records obtained from 

other sources shcried that daily variationo in the gravitational 
-7 constant are about 0.1 nilligal. ' i. e. g varies 10 . As the 

cla-stic extension of a virc is t. yoicall-v 107-3 of the lcnrth or 
less, tho total length'change will be about 107 10 

uhich is'alr-qst 

negligible. CZ) 

Furt. her experiments vill bei carricd out in this location 

until the writers grant expirea. Results vill be published 

vhen lonEer-period ztcabilltie,.:, ý have been proven and results can 

be correla' ted vith the interf prometer. The design of fle: =e 

strip suppoz-kd. balanceS vill be iAvestigated aftcr consultation 

with Profescor R. V. Jones of Abordeen Univorsity, vho is a 

recogniced authority on fine mechanim. s. 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 
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6. COiTCLUIONS 

During the past two years furtbor rescarch by the 

vTiter at the University of Warwick ha, -, bcon concernal vith 

Iarg-c-scalc mctroloýgy as a discipline vith particular uso of 

,a new c13. z; s of clirýio. ision. -l tr, --nzduccrs usLig a tensionca wirc ýi 

or cord to convert lenEbh move-ments into elect -rical signals. 

2. Extensive'-study of published literature (Section 

on suitable techniques and current practice has been made)shoving 

V thýt improvement is needod and that econonic returns are posalble in 

numerous applications. lZeview pqpers on decamotre range transducers 

and position-sensitive photocells have been published. 

3. In order to test the longer-longth'devices a 12m longLh 

controlled base has becn. constructed (Section 3) which has a long 

torm, stability of better than 0.2 p. p. m. This exercise showed 

that relatively simnple and chýap control is possible with intern-il 

temperature control techniques and that this method could voll be 

applied to precision measuring machines and machine tools and 

possibly to geodetic comparators. Testing the 'length stability 

of this base led to the develop ment of . dcform,, ý. tion type of wire 

transducers. 

4. The theory, practice and performance of the p:,: ýst few 

, orience ilith continuous subdivision wire transducers ycars e ". 

and deformation wire transducers has been given in Section /, vhere 

it was shoirn that continuous lengths from millmetres to dec-nmet-Aeo can 

be measured with up to 1 p. p. m. s. d. error. It vas also -shovM 

that relative defomation of'10710, or smaller could be detected 

Sivon a suitable enviroament. Linearised and Lkoroved, response 
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continuouz devices have been buil-', -,. Improvc-ments to current 

survey tape practico have been suggested and the ýossibility of 

a -mechanical) digital readout, leng1th sub-standard is Suggested. 

The first major application of continuous virc 

tranoduccrs vas to control position using trilateral measurementc 

rather than the cartesian-co-ordinates usually used in onvineering. 

A fast response tooling maniPulator has been designed and built 

and controllcd in_position by tuo 12m continuous mire transducers. 

A spocial technique for satisfactorily reducing the 

trilateration interaction has been dvnonvLraued shoving that a 

cartecian tool can be poationed, vithout the need for an on-line 

Co., -. qp1f(Gcr. This eqaipment was demonstrated at the 1968 Physics 

Bylibition. It secms capable of positioning vithin 10 :c 15= are-, 

to w#hin 10 p. p. m. error. 

6. The uqe of a-deform. ation t ran. -ducer for roundness 

measurom ent of -a large base or s, -,,, )igot has been demonstrated E; howing 

that repeatability of 10 p. p. m. is easily achieved vith 5implo 

equipment. This experiment was still under investiCation at the 

time of compilation and results are limited. 

7. Earth solid . tidal strains of 10-8 relative magnitude., have 

been measured with a tensiondd invar wire sho-t.; ing that a cheap and 

rapidly commiEsioned method is feasible for seismic measureme-nt. 

Improved balances would be preferred for this application as the 

s-Leel ball bearings used are I-able to corrosion. 

1. large n,, tmber of visitors interested in large-scale 

metrology have been entertained and a number of solutions have 

been suggested to several industrial problcms. Znterest in the 

manufacture of the vire units has been shovm uhich vill eventually 

assist others who have expressed the desire to purchase ready-made 

cquipraent. 
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APPENIDIGESS 

7.1 Teoroora-burc -I'leastirement and Rncordin,.! ý Ro-lov. ant 
to thc Research. 

For largo scalo dimcnsional me. -suroments tcmperaturc 

cli. stributuion is rý-ost important as it c=ot be assiL,. qcd that 

sufficiont thernal conductivity cxists to equalize the distribiation 

as is generally the case in normal metrology. 

& market survey of electronic thermometera resulted 

in the solection of thcrmistor mothods. These havo the advantage 

of havingf impedances of about 3Kohm, which enables long leads 

and nom. al mAtching equipment to be used. The basic unit 

purchased was that, of Grant instruments of Toft Cam. bridgo with 

aI 50C, about 200C range'and a t. 250C, about 2bOC range. Provicion 

V to manually connect to remote, probes is available. A recorder. 

output was made available. From the two years cxperience with 

this equipment it has been found that measurement stability is 

well within the 0.1 0C 
claimed Zt being, in fact, closer to 0.02 0C 

over poriods of days. Thi s umit can be seen in Fi vre 7.1.1. in 

the left hand front corner. 

11'ean 'bomporaturc could be found by averaging the 

individual readings of a n=ber of probes b# this is tedious. The 

average can be produced directly by sc=ies-paxallej comjectina C) 

4 or 9 probes to gain the same effective resistance. (2/+92. flat, 

20PC,, 3986flat 100c). 

Provided the, individual values vary no more than 50c 

f rom each other this vioýld produce the average accurate to iAt-hin. 
0 001 C. A switching unit was built enabling probes to be 

individually adjusted (100SIlinear resistors in series w-, 14-,, heac. h pArobe) 
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to the sx-ic absolute value in sequence and enabling each to 

be tested for c. xtrene divergence. A separate position interconnected 

the nine probes to give average output. This unit is on the 

lcf't hand side of IFigure 7.1.1. Provision to continuously and 

automatically scan through individual and averaze connected circuit 

positiorswas included to enable rapid discovery of variance., a 

procedure not entirely satisfactory due to the transients produced 

by the switching action. 

As the required resolution grew finer with projcct 

refincmeirtul-a d. c. amplifier was used to increase the output from 

the electronic bridge n. etwork azsocie. ed with, the thermomcter. 

Continuous, records vere made with a choppo. - bar recorder (Multizcript., 

Model 32 S,,, Iiths Indu,, -trics). The recorder and Laplificr can be ocen 

in Figure 7.1.1. Temperature sensitivity on the recordDr Ims about 

0.010C/, -, ýL-I. The long term sta 
; 
bility, of the amplifier and thermoraetor 

vas tooted by replacing the thermistor with a low temperature 

coof, ficient ressi stor held at conEtant tcmocrat-are. Thio tostu 

showcd that amplifier driflu ýave indicated c=ors of+ . 02C 

over periodo of dayo. 

In -no st casep it vas necessary to record tem-porature and 

dimension simultan-cously. A time multiplexing scanner unit was 

built to sc I Maentially switcla the thermomcter and dimensiona- 

probe outputs to the common recorderp or alternatively"to co=cct 

various thormistor Probes to, the bridge as needed. This unit, 

shmm in the ; igure has a uniselector pulsed i-rith a synchronoua 

motor drivon, micrommitch. A choice of 30 second. or 60 second 

step ratc provided. Manual incroment allows a separate 

si, rnal to be selected for sotting -up purposco. 
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This cq#p-ment, desigrneC, originally for laboratory uDe 

with tho unmodified thermometer and probes,, was prcoscd into 

servico in'the ecismic extensomotor an plicaluion. Signal levels 

of 501, ý, v verc involved and switching performance mmc; not satisfactory. 

Ln this application tho thermometer ccntrc-roadinrr value of 200C 

1, ms unsuited and an c: tcrnal resistance was, added in parallel with 

the average-connected-probes to obtain a 100C mean value. This 

did not seriously affect the grain as the resistance changos are 

proportional to absolute zero temperature. 
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AIPPEIMIX Z. 2 

EFERTIA OF TIHE, CONSTANT TORQUE SPRDTG ITOTOR 

The constant-torquot reverse woundt spring motor is 

represented in th6 figure. The spring strip is prestres'sed to have 

a natural radius of curvature just less than the storage bush which 

=s freely. 

The inertia of this assemblyq as seen at the output 

s. ', iaft,. consists of contributions from the output bushf guiding chee'lics 

(if used) and the spring material on the output bush at a given position 

of the output shaft Plus a similar contribution of the storage part 

of the motor. The two sections axe effectively geared by the action 

radii of the two spring-coils. 

By c=eful design the inertia of the bushes and cheeks 

caza be made considerably smaller than that of the spzinj- coils. The 

inertia can, thereforet be taken -as two cylinde=s of variable thickness 

which are coupled by theiý outside radii. The inertia is 

/ -T 
be? +n t)4 _r+ (r3 

+ not 
)2 =+ nst)4 73 0 31 x2 + nst 2 -2 

The lena-th of spring on the output bush 10 at any 

number of output turns is given by 

f2 rl no td 
02 0 

= no (2.1: 
3+n0 

the shaft rotation) 

o.. 
(2) 

By similar xcasonina-the leAE; th of spring on the storage bush, 1 
st 

is 

1s= 7-1 n0 (2=2 +nst 

The total sp=ina' length is 

L0 "= WN 
0 

(2r 
3+N ot) *e#(4) 

ý7hexe N0 is the t I bota-I output turns specified. At any position 
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10+, Is =L0 (the. connection ends and inter spooi distances ncglcctclý) 

givin, 3 from equation (2)9 (3) =-d 

22n+ 
(n 2+ 2-3r'b 

+N 
2) (-ý) 

s0. t0 

fox which the positive -root is valicl gii; ikig 

2r F2 22 
t "0 

f es. # 

The rýp r3 and t., are related by the attess factorp Sfj which-doponds on 

chosen fqitigue life. Votta staýes. this to be 

Sf --= 
b+ 

23 #*#*(7) 

p- vided r2^,. r. the -natural curvature radius of the preformed '-PýirZio 0 

it is convenient to eliminatd 22 and t from equations (1) 6--L4 (6), 6 

Substitute S- Zz ar 3 and equation (7) to obtain 

7 4[ [1 -rn 
al 4a b(3 + Sfa 2 Z3 0 T+a fn a sl+a 

-1 Ir, - Tb?, 2 Z3 

whem, K is the position dependent brackoted to=, Similarly fo= t, 
p 

/A + 

Co=excial sp=iags axe'no=. -Ily mdo with a=0.6 to. obtain eoo=ic usd 

of =terjal. XP is plotted in the figuxa alorz with 00=0SPOndiA3 

of n :1 
for a range of 'a' valuos In a 70 turn Motor with stress fa--tO= 

of . 012 (irdinite life fom stairaoss steel spring strip), The plois 

inclicate that the, in6rtia for latg-e turn =otors has a maxj--= whon, the 

'outp, 
ev bush contains all the material (n - IT ) end that 

00 
vaxies some 30% with position, FO= assess=ant -p=poses thereforo) the ine=lvia 

of the spring, moto= =y be aPPZOX: ýftaýea as a cylinaer of =- terial on 

output bush givizig 

77' b&r+. ý t)4 4 
303 
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7.4 Publisherl Pdners Ar iodncý from Ph. D. Thosis. 

A n,, L,, ibcr of, papcrs have been samitted for publ 1 catiola on 

tho vlork of this thosis. Of thesc, the following havc alroady bccn 

pub II ch od. 

(a) "Linc. -r and -'-'Igula. - tranduccrs for positional 
cont, rol in the dec=-ctro ran(gcll. -- 

Proccod. Lings of Institute of "-;, lectriCal 0 T, 'London. Enc"incorz, 
(b) "Position-sensitive photocells and their 

application to static a: nd dynamic dimensional 
netrology". Opticaiteta of laternatiosal Journal 

Serie's. 

(C) "A length stabi Used 12m measuring base". Journal 

.L- LO of Scicntif4c : Lrc; 'ri=cnts of tho Institute of Physics. 

(d) "Long-length precision transducers for industrial ranges". 
Conforcnee proceedings of industrial Measuremcnto 
T cOhniques for on-line computers Conferenco. 

Papers submitted. attime cfcompila"Uorl are: - 

(e) "Theory an6 desiý, m of tonsioncd-vire dimonsional 
meas-Li-ring instrumcntz'-'. Submitted to the Instituto 

of HIcasuremezrtu -and Control,, London. 

"Numerically"c6ntrol-led position using, trilateral 
co-ordina, to measurement". Submitted for the 1968 

Macl%inc Tool'Dopig-, n and Resdarch (M. T. D. R. ) Conference. 

is proposed to publish details of the seismic application 

reported in Section 5-. 3 whon further results have been obtained. 

Lho yet T unpublished papers have not been ropcatod here 

as they are virtually identical with the relevant port-loas of the 

taxt of tho thegis. Those which have appcarod in print now follour. 
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7.5 Sulhmil,, te. cl Woric not PertOnmrod at -University. 

Afluor the complotion of the Mac; tcrs degroo ros-c--rch 

a-rid submicm-ion, a shor't, projcot vas mado as the nc=. -sary equipment 

vas availablo to vcrify a principle of angle measurement (7). 

This wor., C vao published in the Journal of Scientific Instrizicnts 

and a reprint is included. It was not submitted for the Masters 

DeZroo =-d iE;, therefore., cligiblo fo--- inclusion in this submission. 

/ 
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7.6 P-, ýcsentca ina pre ps-Accounh., i. 

Prosonted Pa-oc. rs- 

At 'he reo u u-n, -an cc -6 3 of tho Ins'-ituto of Electrical L 

a chort p, -,. p_-r wao dolivcred to tho "Industrial mcasuremcnts for 

on-linc coTx, -atcrs" conf orcnce hold in Jume 1968. Tho papcr on 

tran. -ducers was read at Savoy Place on 17th ca 
Dcccmbcr igo'S. 

r, and Prcsc, - IC� 
--_u ounts. 

In November 1968 it was decided that the tri2atcral- 

control oys-ýom discussed in Section 5.1. would be one of two 

exhibits by the School of Enginoerixig Science au the 1969 Physics 

Exhibition. A photo,,, rraph of the exhibit., F: Lgl=o 7.6.1., is given 

vitIn the Handbook ontry. ' Tafls resulted in a sho2? -, - doocription 

*n the "Engincering" journal vlaich '"lso included. 

As the project conclusions bec=e more evident a brief 

account has been sent to aboub forty establishmentsp half in 

.0 industrial and the. ro=- inder in goverilmcnt groups. Ti, engineering 
1) - 

ma., M ', published a full gazines responded. 'Illetal Working Production" 

pago accoiuit and "Tho Engineorl' are to compile an article basod 

on a. visit rade by one of the Editorial, Staff to the Univcrs4. ty. 

The former is included. 

Tho Um Digiwire units , jcro demonstrated to the Production 

Engineering Rescarch Association otaýf at Melto. -a Mowbray and a 

niziber of enquiries have been receivcd by their reference to the wor`ýc. 

The National Research Development Corporation have talcon 

patents on the virc transducers and on the trilateral control 

method. Those are: - 

U. K. patent apPlication No. 19578/67 
"Mcasurment-of long distanceý; ". 
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2. U. 7. -10 U ý. , at cn-', application No. - 26183/68p 
I'Mothod and apparatus for accuralbe inop6cluion 
aind automatic Machining using the ccmponciýt aý; 
a base". 

lrytcrpst has alrcady boon shom in mnufact'varo and 

application of tension. cd-vdre nethods. 

;/ 
/ 
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